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Abstract
This thesis addresses the problem of how to image the time-varying sea surface based on dual 
sensor marine seismic data. Although flat and stationary sea surface assumptions may suffice 
during the processing of marine seismic data acquired under calm weather conditions, this 
idealistic sea surface condition is seldom encountered in practice. Thus, such assumptions may 
lead to miss-interpretation and miss-location of events. In this work a sea surface imaging tool 
based on dual-sensor data has been developed. These data are decomposed into upgoing and 
downgoing wavefields and extrapolated to the sea surface where an adequate imaging condition 
is applied in order to obtain the sea surface image. Time varying changes of the sea surface is 
obtained by applying the imaging technique in a sliding window. The imaging tool was tested 
employing scattered data computed from the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral with time varying 
boundaries (representing realistic time-varying sea conditions using the Pierson-Moskowitz 
spectrum with directivity included).  Thus we could model marine seismic experiments 
efficiently including such effects as streamer depth variation and moving receivers. In the case of 
a 3D data acquisition set-up, the effect of sparse streamer spacing was shown to give a reduced 
resolution but with the low-frequency characteristics of the sea surface still preserved. Spectral 
analyses of the imaged sea surfaces were also carried out and feasible speeds and directions of 
the moving sea surfaces were recovered. Finally, the technique was applied to field data (both 
2D and 3D) acquired from different locations under different sea surface conditions. Realistic sea 
surface variations both with respect to wave heights, prevailing wind directions and speeds were 
obtained demonstrating the potential of the proposed technique.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A seismic survey represents the most important geophysical prospecting method employed to 
image subterranean formations.  The recorded reflection data consist of a large ensemble of time 
series or seismic traces.  The amplitudes of these signals are proportional to the pressure or 
particle velocity wavefields measured at the locations of the receivers. Controlled artificial 
sources are usually used to generate the seismic waves. On land, the source comprises of either 
explosions from dynamites or vibrations from trucks, and the receivers are geophones planted in 
the ground. On the other hand, a marine seismic data acquisition is carried out using seismic 
vessels that tow one or several streamers containing hydrophones (and possible particle velocity 
sensors) as well as  marine seismic sources (e.g., air-guns which essentially release highly 
compressed air bubbles into the water) at “conveniently” chosen depths. A seafloor type of 
seismic acquisition system involves planting receiver nodes (consisting of geophones and 
hydrophones) on the ocean floor and recording seismic activities passively (no artificial sources) 
or actively (employing artificial sources). Nowadays, streamers containing a combination of 
hydrophones and vectorized sensor(s) are becoming more of an industry standard with PGS 
being the pioneering company. Figure 1 depicts a schematic of a marine seismic data acquisition 
set-up. 
ϭϲ

Figure 1: A cartoon depicting a vessel towing a source (red star) and a line of sensors (yellow 
triangles) or a streamer at fixed depth within the water layer overlying the earth’s geology 
(subsurface). 
1.1   Marine seismic ghosts 
    The marine seismic source arrays and steamers are towed at “conveniently” chosen depths 
fundamentally because excess pressure cannot be measured at free surface (air-water interface) 
and practically because air-water interface is swamped with noise generated by sea waves. In a 
calm sea condition, sea surface acts like a mirror. Thus, a time-delayed reflection (also known as 
ghost) of the source wavefield trails the seismic wavefield travelling directly into the subsurface 
(primary pulse) from the source location. This means that the effective source signal includes not 
only the primary pulse but also its ghost. The net effect is that notches are introduced in the 
amplitude spectrum of the source signal. These notches attenuate certain frequencies depending 
on the source depth. If the source is towed deep, higher frequencies are attenuated and if it is 
towed at a shallower depth lower frequencies are attenuated (Ghosh, 2000). The same effect is 
replicated on the receiver side. It then follows that ghosts reduce seismic resolution. In Figure 2a, 
the receiver records a total wavefield comprising of the primary pulse (green ray path), source 
side ghost (red ray path), receiver side ghost (blue ray path) and combined source side and 
receiver side ghosts (purple ray path). Figure 2b shows plots of the amplitude spectra of source 
and receiver (hydrophone) sides’ ghosts.  
ϭϳ
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Figure 2a: A cartoon showing the ray path followed by primary wavefield (green line or ray path 
1), source side ghost (red line or ray path 2), receiver side ghost (blue line or ray path 3) and the 
combined source side and receiver side ghosts (purple line or ray path 4) . The green ray path is 
the ideal path desired in a marine seismic data acquisition.
Figure 2b: Plots showing ghost amplitude spectra of a source placed at 7.5 m and a hydrophone 
sensor placed at 15 m. 
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     A high-resolution seismic image of the subsurface is essential for quantitative interpretation 
and improved reservoir characterization and monitoring. Therefore, the overall goal of the 
marine seismic industry is to recover the true reflectivity of the subsurface detached of any noise 
from data acquisition or errors caused by data processing assumptions. However, traditional 
deghosting of marine seismic data is not a trivial procedure because of the zeros in the spectrum 
of the ghost filter (Ghosh, 2000). The actual sea surface profile and the reflection coefficient 
estimates are important input parameters in case of a rough sea deghosting solution. 
Alternatively, since the frequencies attenuated by ghost notches are related to the source (or the 
receiver’s) towing depth, this can be exploited in removing the ghosts. For example, on the 
source side, two air-gun arrays can be towed at two different “conveniently” chosen depths such 
that their notches occur in a complementary manner (i.e., where one source has notch the other 
does not, see Ziolkowski, 1971; Posthumus, 1993; Parkes and Hegna, 2011). Similarly, this can 
be replicated on the receiver side (Posthumus, 1993). The basic challenges of this solution are 
the flat sea surface assumption and maintaining constant towing depths throughout the data 
acquisition. The latter is more difficult to accomplish on the receiver side because streamers are 
pliable. 
1.2   Collocated dual-sensors 
    It is a well-known fact that simultaneous measurements of particle velocity and pressure 
wavefields can eliminate the receiver side ghost during data processing (Schneider et al., 1964; 
Claerbout, 1976; Barr and Sanders 1989; Amundsen, 1993; Fokkema and van den Berg, 1993). 
This is because the ghost notches of a hydrophone (pressure sensor) and a geophone (vertical 
particle velocity sensor) are complementary to each other if these sensors are collocated during 
data recording. A limitation of dual-sensor data is that the velocity sensor is sensitive to noise at 
low frequencies (typically from 0 – 20 Hz). This frequency range can be reconstructed from the 
pressure field measurements by exploiting the relationship between the pressure and vertical 
particle velocity wavefields (Amundsen et al., 1995). However, sea surface information is 
needed in order to properly reconstruct these wavefields. Figure 3 show a time recording (top 
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left) and corresponding ghost amplitude spectrum (top right) of a hydrophone placed at a depth 
of 15 m. The lower panels in Figure 3 show the scaled time recording (bottom left) and the 
corresponding ghost amplitude spectrum (bottom right) of a particle velocity sensor 
measurement. Observe that the velocity sensor record negative pulses for both the primary and 
ghost pulses unlike the hydrophone which record positive pulse for the primary and a negative 
pulse for the ghost. This is because pressure is a scalar quantity whereas particle motion is a 
vector quantity. In this case, positive −z direction is chosen downwards. Since the ghost 
amplitude spectra of the dual-sensor measurements are complementary to each other, this can be 
exploited during data processing to eliminate the receiver side ghost. 
Figure 3: Time recording of a pressure wavefield (top left) and the corresponding receiver ghost 
amplitude spectrum (top right). Scaled time recording of a vertical particle velocity sensor 
(bottom left) and the corresponding receiver ghost amplitude spectrum (bottom right). 
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1.3   Low-frequency compensation 
The method of using collocated dual sensors to remove the receiver side ghost has one major 
problem attached:  the velocity sensor measurements are swamped by noise (caused by streamer 
vibrations) at low frequencies. However, at these frequencies velocity data can be reconstructed 
from hydrophone measurements based on the relationship between the pressure gradient and the 
vertical particle velocity field. This technique is termed “Low Frequency Compensation (LFC)”. 
The principle behind LFC technique can be explained by considering wavefields ),,( tzxp
propagating with speed c in the ),( zx plane of stratified media and satisfying the scalar wave 
equation: 
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Thus the wave equation can be transformed into normal differential equation for the Fourier 
transform ),,( ωzkP x : 
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The general solution to this differential equation (equation (1.4)) is:  
,)()( zkizki zz BeAeDUP −+=+=                                                                                                  (1.5)             
where A  and B  are respectively the amplitudes of the upgoing U  and downgoing D wavefields. 
     
  
      Exploiting now the relationship between vertical particle velocity zV  and pressure gradient 
dz
dP
 (Berkhout, 1982): 
,
1
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i
Vz ωρ
−
=                                                                                                                               (1.6) 
where ρ  is the medium density. In case of known pressure measurements P , equation (1.5) can 
be solved to obtain the general form of the LFC equation (using planewave decomposition): 
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where Rz  is the receiver depth, zk  is the vertical wavenumber, r  is the reflection coefficient at 
the water-air interface, )( RzRz zikzik ere −−  is the velocity sensor ghost function while 
)( RzRz zikzik ere +−  is the hydrophone ghost function. Thus, equation (1.7) implies deconvolving the 
hydrophone ghost from the pressure sensor measurement followed by impedance scaling to 
convert to velocity sensor measurement and finally convolving with the velocity sensor ghost. A 
brief derivation of equation (1.7) is given in Section 3.1. Invoking now the special condition of -
1 reflection coefficient (i.e., setting r  to -1) equation (1.7) gives the simplified version of LFC: 
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Equation (1.8) is the LFC currently in use because of lack of sea surface information.  
1.4   Dual source-arrays  
   On the source side, assuming that the source pulse is ideal (i.e., emits a spike), a sensor 
(hydrophone) placed in the vicinity of the source (such that only source side ghost is recorded) 
records a combined pressure wavefield )(ts  comprising of the primary pulse )(tδ  and its ghost 
)( τδ −t  mirrored from the sea surface and separated a time τ  from the primary (see Figure 2a). 
Thus, the measured pressure wavefield )(ts  can be represented as a convolution of the primary 
pulse with a ghost filter )(tg  (Ghosh, 2000):  

),(*)()()()( tgttrtts δτδδ =−+=                                                                                            (1.9) 
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where the symbol * indicates convolution. After planewave decomposition, the emitted 
wavefield comprises of planewaves of infinite frequencies.  If one then considers an arrival with 
emergence angle θ−  (i.e., incidence angle is θ  and specular reflection is assumed on the sea 
surface) the ghost period τ  can then be conceptualized as the time taken for the wavefront to 
travel from a sensor at depth Rz  to the "mirror position" of the sensor situated a distance Rz−
above the sea surface as depicted in Figure 4. Thus, the frequency domain representation of the 
recorded wavefield is: 
),1)(()()()( ωτωωωω ireGS −+Δ=Δ=                                                                                      (1.10) 
with 
,
)cos(2
c
zR θτ =
where c is the speed of sound in water and )(ωG  denotes the spectrum of the ghost filter.  
          
Figure 4: A cartoon depicting a geometric interpretation of recorded sea surface ghost.    
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     Assuming the special case of vertical incidence and a reflection coefficient of -1 at the sea 
surface, the ghost filter can be written as: 
c
z
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The amplitude spectrum is )2/sin(2)( ωτω =G  and suggests periodic notches at the following 
frequencies: 
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     It is easily seen that the frequencies at which the notches occur are determined by the source 
depth. Therefore, by employing two sources placed at different depths such that their ghost 
notches occur in a complementary manner, the source side ghost can be minimized. The upper 
panel in Figure 5 shows the ghost amplitude spectra of two sources at depths of 7.5 m and 15 m 
respectively, whereas the lower panel in the same figure shows the combined amplitude 
spectrum using the weighted sum method (Posthumus, 1993). One can see that the amplitudes 
are now recovered at frequencies where the notches of the ghost amplitude spectra of the two 
sources are complementary. However, the complementarity is not achieved at all frequencies 
(e.g., at 0 and 100 Hz in this case) and thus, the division by zero at these frequencies introduce 
large amplitude errors. In addition, the weighted sum method assumes a flat and stationary sea 
surface. If the sea surface information is available, improved deghosting schemes can be 
employed.  
Ϯϱ
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Figure 5: Plot showing ghost amplitude spectra of two sources placed respectively at 7.5 m and 
15 m depths (top panel) and the combined amplitude spectrum (lower panel).
1.5   Surface related multiples      
   Most recorded marine seismic data suffer from the occurrence of water-layer multiples. These 
are multiple reflections trapped between the sea surface (acting as a mirror) and the seafloor. In 
case of a hard seafloor and shallow water, many orders of multiples are recorded. These 
multiples can obscure primary reflections from deeper targets and thus penalize seismic 
interpretation. They are usually predicted based on their relationship with the primary reflections 
and thus, eliminated. This prediction relies on source and receiver deghosted data. However, flat 
and stationary sea surface assumptions are made in predicting the multiples. Since sea surfaces 
vary spatiotemporally, these predictions are not accurate and may introduce errors in the 
processed data. This is more severe in time-lapse seismic data where changes in sea surface (if 
not accounted for) might mimic the expected differences in the oil reservoir. Thus, surface 
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
related multiples can be correctly modeled and subsequently removed only if the time-variant sea 
surface elevation and reflectivity information are available.  
   Figure 6 is an illustration of a primary reflection (green line), first multiple reflection (dashed 
green line) and second multiple reflection (dotted green line). In the sketch, other ray paths (e.g., 
source side ghost) have been ignored for clarity. As one can see, the multiple reflections 
bounce/reflect from different sea surface heights. The first and the second multiples are 180° out 
of phase because the first multiple bounced only once from the sea surface on its way to the 
receiver. This relationship coupled with knowledge of the water depth and the sea surface 
elevation information can be used to more accurately eliminate the multiples during data 
processing.  
Figure 6:  A sketch showing primary event (green line), its first multiple event (dashed green 
line) and the second multiple event (dotted green line).
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1.6   Static corrections 
     
   Current procedures in marine seismic data processing require a minimal understanding of static 
corrections. If high fidelity seismic data are to be obtained, variations in the depth elevation of 
each streamer relative to the assumed reference depth level must be adjusted. During data 
acquisition and processing, field geometries must be faithfully communicated to the data 
processing system. Static corrections can then be easily employed in converting actual recording 
levels to the assumed recording datum (i.e., nominal streamer depth assumed during survey 
planning). Static corrections are corrections applied to seismic data in order to compensate for 
effects of streamer and source depth variations relative to the reference or datum (e.g., Sheriff, 
1991). In marine seismic data acquisition, time-varying rough sea surfaces cause perturbations in 
the acquired seismic data.In addition to this, seismic streamer depths may also vary with time. 
However, static corrections applied to marine seismic data during processing are often 
inadequate and mainly consist of simple time shifting. This is because existing data processing 
algorithms assume that sea surface variations do not exist and that the data acquisition surface 
(streamers) is smoothly shaped and essentially horizontal. Such assumptions are mainly due to 
lack of precise information about the sea surface elevation and streamer depth variation.  
  In Figure 7, the dotted lines depict the ray path (green dotted lines), the sea surface (sky blue 
dotted line) and reference/datum streamer shape (yellow dotted line) usually assumed in 
processing marine seismic data. The continuous lines illustrate the true ray path (green line), the 
true sea surface (sky blue line) and the true streamer shape.  All other ray paths have been 
ignored in Figure 7 for clarity. The shortened ray path travelled by the assumed wavefield 
(dotted green line) in reflecting from the flat sea surface coupled with the extra ray path it 
travelled to the reference streamer might cause miss-interpretations and miss-location of events, 
especially in case of time-lapse seismic. If true sea surface information and streamer depths are 
available (could be obtained by imaging the sea surface), these errors could be minimized.  
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Figure 7:  A sketch depicting the ray path (dotted green line), flat sea surface (dotted sky blue 
line) and reference streamer depth assumed during data processing. The continuous lines show 
the true ray path (green line), the true sea surface (sky blue) and the true streamer depth. 
1.7   Time-lapse seismic 
      
   Employing  an ensemble  of streamers as in a 3D  seismic data acquisition, has resulted in a 
better coverage of the subsurface, reduced the cost of acquiring data and lead to improved 
reservoir management (when repeated over time at the same location, 4D or time-lapse seismic 
data). In time-lapse seismic, successive images of a producing field aid geophysicists in 
identifying by-passed oil, however, the time-varying effects of the sea surfaces prove to be a 
bottleneck when these successive images are matched. This is because the sea surface condition 
changes with acquisition time. Figure 8 demonstrates how dramatic this can be for hydrophone-
only-streamers. An initial shot gather of a seismic line was acquired under a flat sea surface 
condition (base survey) and then repeated under a rough sea condition (monitor survey). In 
Figure 8a (left part), the difference between the base and the monitor survey for a hydrophone-
only-streamer is shown while Figure 8b (left part) shows the same for a collocated dual-sensor 
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streamer. Observe the large amplitude residue basically reflecting the sea surface fluctuations in 
Figure 8a (left part). Nevertheless, sea surface errors (caused by the source side ghost) are still 
present in Figure 8b (left part) and Figure 8a (left part). These errors are present because existing 
seismic processing and imaging methods assume flat and stationary sea surface conditions. 
Figure 8a: A shot gather showing total pressure wavefield for monitor survey (right) and the 
difference between base and monitor survey (left) for a time-lapse seismic survey carried out 
with a single source and a hydrophone-only-streamer. The residue seen on the left part of the 
plot is an error caused by both source and receiver sides’ ghosts. 
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Figure 8b: A shot gather showing total pressure wavefield for receiver side deghosted monitor 
survey (right) and the difference between base and receiver side deghosted monitor survey (left) 
for a time-lapse seismic survey carried out with a single source and a collocated dual-sensor 
streamer. The residue seen on the left part of the plot is an error caused by source side ghost.
1.8   Objective of study and motivation 
The objective of this study is to recover (image) realistic sea surface variations from acquired 
seismic data.  Such information can be used in the future to improve the shortcomings in seismic 
processing already discussed (e.g., source ghost, surface related multiples, low-frequency 
compensation, streamer depth bias (varying streamer depth) and time-lapse seismic).  
     
      Presently, no robust and reliable method exists to obtain sea surface information from the 
acquired seismic wavefield. Thus the sea surface is normally assumed flat and stationary during 
seismic data processing. In recent times, attempts have been made to introduce deghosting 
techniques based on recorded sea-surface information. Laws and Kragh (2006) extracted sea 
surface elevation information from time varying pressure measurements using a specialized 
hydrophone set-up. However, this method is dependent on the precision of the pressure sensors 
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at very low frequencies (between 0.05-0.3 Hz) which is very well below normal seismic 
bandwidth. Alternatively, one may consider obtaining sea surface information from other remote 
sensing techniques like satellites. However, continuous sea surface information is not available 
using this technology. The main motivation of this thesis has therefore been to develop a reliable 
technique to recover continuous sea surface information from marine seismic data. This 
information will help mitigate the effects of marine seismic ghosts, surface related multiples, 
source and receiver depth fluctuation and rough sea errors on time-lapse seismic data.  
   
    The thesis work is divided into two main areas. Firstly, modeling techniques were developed 
to compute scattered seismic data from realistic time-varying sea surfaces. Such controlled data 
are vital when testing the proposed sea surface imaging technique. To represent realistic sea 
conditions, Pierson-Moskowitz type of spectra was employed (cf. Chapter 2). Secondly, a 
reliable technique for imaging or recovering a time-varying sea surface has been proposed and 
implemented (cf. Chapter 3). It is based on the concepts of wave decomposition, wave 
extrapolation and imaging. The feasibility of this method has been tested using controlled data. 
In addition, the imaging technique has been applied to several field data (both 2D and 3D) with 
good success. 





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Chapter 2 
                                                             
Realistic sea surface modeling and computation 
of scattered data 
This chapter will briefly discuss: (i) how to model a realistic time-varying sea surface and (ii) 
how scattered data from such a time-varying surface can be computed. 
    
2.1   Pierson-Moskowitz sea surface 
     
   In the absence of any artificial (e.g., ships) or natural sources (e.g., earthquakes), realistic sea 
surface waves (i.e., sea surface shape) are related to the prevailing wind. Wind-generated waves 
are surface waves that occur on the free surface. They are formed by the oscillation of water 
particles due to the frictional drag of wind over the water surface. These waves exhibit the 
typical characteristic of families of sinusoids with crests and troughs and covering a range of 
wavelengths and wave heights. Sea surface waves travel in groups called wave trains whose 
sizes depend on the wind velocity, fetch (area of the sea surface covered by the wind), the 
duration of the wind, friction on the water surface and the water depth.  A low-velocity wind 
blowing over a large fetch first causes smaller waves called capillary waves or ripples to be 
formed. A sustained action of the wind with increasing intensity eventually generates larger sea 
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surface waves. These larger waves stabilize to form regular patterns of smooth, rounded waves 
called swells after the wind has slowed down or totally subsided. Wind-generated waves have 
certain amount of randomness (possessing waves with different heights, shapes and a limited 
predictability) and can be described as a stochastic process. The key statistical parameters 
characterizing the waves are the wave heights, wave periods (spatial wavenumbers) and the 
power spectra.  
     Wind wave models based on the spectra of the sea waves are used to predict the sea state. 
Perhaps the most popular wind wave model is the one described by Pierson and Moskowitz 
(Pierson and Moskowitz (1964)). They developed an empirical model that predicts the spatial 
spectrum from the prevailing wind speed and the spatial wavenumbers. Pierson and Moskowitz 
conceptualized a fully developed sea state as follows.  Imagine a mirror-like smooth sea surface 
which is suddenly acted upon by a wind of a given speed. The turbulence in this wind produces 
random pressure fluctuations at the sea surface. This in turn produces small waves with 
wavelengths of a few centimeters (Phillips, 1957). As the wind continues blowing, bigger waves 
are formed. A sustained interaction of the wind and the waves produce pressure differences that 
cause some of the waves to continue growing. This process is unstable because, as these waves 
get bigger, the pressure differences also increases and the waves grow faster. This instability in 
the growth of the waves causes the waves to grow exponentially (Miles, 1957). Constructive and 
destructive interference among the waves produce longer waves (Hasselmann et al., 1973). This 
interaction transfers wave energy from short waves to waves with spatial frequencies slightly 
lower than the spatial frequency of waves at the peak of the spectrum. Eventually, this leads to 
waves (at the dominating wavelengths) travelling faster than the wind (Stewart, 2005).  
     Pierson and Moskowitz (1964) described this process by introducing the following power 
spectrum of the sea waves: 

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where jK  and lK  are respectively the x - and y - components of the absolute wavenumber 
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ljjl KKK += , wU  is the wind speed (measured at a height of 19.5 m), α  and β  are constants 
of respectively 8.10×10-3 and 0.74 while g is the acceleration due to gravity.  By assuming 
random relative phase shifts between each wavenumber component, the sea surface wave heights 
are obtained (see Thorsos, 1988; Orji et al., 2012). The upper panels of Figure 9 show  a Pierson-
Moskowitz sea surface (top left) for an isotropic wind blowing with a speed of 17 m/s together 
with the associated isotropic spectrum (top right). In order to correctly model the energy balance 
of the sea surface, an assumption about the angular distribution of the wave spectrum should be 
made. The simplest angular weight factor is , where θ  represents the angular difference 
between the direction of a given wavenumber component and the prevailing wind direction. 
However, experimental studies indicate that the angular distribution is not only wavenumber 
dependent but also narrower near the peak wavenumber (Komen, Hasselmann and Hasselmann, 
1984).  Based on the evidence from their experiment, Hasselman et al., (1980) developed a 
directivity correction for an isotropic sea surface spectrum. The directivity correction is 
introduced as a multiplication between the sea surface spectrum in equation (2.1) and a 
directional term (see paper III; Hasselmann et al., 1980; Komen, Hasselmann and Hasselmann, 
1984; Laws and Kragh, 2002). The lower panels in Figure 9 show the sea surface after directivity 
correction (bottom left) and the associated directional wavenumber spectrum (bottom right). 
Observe that the main wind driven events are now aligned in the specified direction of 90° as 
expected.  
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Figure 9: Surface plots showing isotropic Pierson-Moskowitz sea surface for a wind blowing 
with a speed of 17 m/s with no specified direction (upper left) and the corresponding 
wavenumber spectrum (upper right). Directional Pierson-Moskowitz sea surface for a wind 
blowing with a speed of 17 m/s in the positive x-direction (lower left) and the associated 
spectrum (lower right). The wavenumber spectral plots have been zoomed to emphasize the 
wavenumber values.
    
   The procedure as illustrated in Figure 9 still describes a frozen rough sea surface.  In order to 
make the sea surface propagate in the specified direction in a realistic manner, the deep water 
dispersion relation should be applied. This is because as sea surface waves propagate, they 
naturally separate according to their directions and wavelengths. The deep water dispersion 
relation reads: 
  
,jljl gK=Ω                                                                                                                             (2.2) 
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where jlΩ  is the spatial angular frequency. Thus, by combining the directional Pierson-
Moskowitz spectrum and the dispersion relation, time-varying realistic sea surfaces are 
simulated. This type of sea surfaces are employed in computing controlled data used in 
validating the sea surface imaging technology. 
2.2   Scattering from a time-varying sea surface  
   Sea surface (rough surface) interaction with an incident acoustic wavefield has been described 
by many theories. Probably the first reported work is that of Rayleigh theory (Rayleigh, 1878). 
More recently, Kirchhoff (Eckart, 1953) and perturbation (Gilbert and Knopoff, 1960) theories 
have been introduced.  Common among these theories is that they are calibrated based on the 
surface roughness (i.e., the resolvable sea surface wavelengths). For example, the perturbation 
method applies to relatively smooth surfaces whereas the Kirchhoff method and its extensions 
apply to rougher surfaces (Thorsos, 1990). In marine seismic data acquisition, a typical seismic 
bandwidth is about 5-125 Hz. This has a direct implication in terms of the resolvable sea surface 
spatial wavelengths. An acoustic wave with frequency f propagating through a medium (e.g., 
water in this case) with a propagation speed c  has a wavelength given by 
f
c
=λ . Thus, the 
obtainable sea surface spatial resolution is proportional to λ . To compute realistic scattered data 
from a rough sea surface, only surface roughness that lie within the seismic bandwidth must be 
properly accounted for. 
   Examples of possible candidates of modeling methods are: ray tracing method, the finite-
difference method and the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral method. All these methods come with 
limitations because of their respective inherent assumptions. Ray tracing is suitable for smooth or 
flat sea surfaces because of its high frequency assumption. On the other hand, the finite 
difference method works for comparatively rougher interfaces. However the computational cost 
for more realistic rough sea surfaces and the difficulty in implementing time varying boundaries 
makes the finite difference technique less attractive. Perhaps the most robust and 
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computationally efficient method is the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral technique. It has been 
demonstrated to work for typical rough sea surfaces usually encountered in marine seismic data 
acquisition. Most importantly, it can be used to compute data in the case of time varying sea 
surfaces. This method was combined with Pierson-Moskowitz sea surfaces to efficiently model 
seismic experiments in this thesis work. 
2.2.1   Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral 
   Acoustic waves incident on a sea surface generate scattered wavefields. The scattered 
wavefields comprise of coherent (specular reflection) and incoherent (non-specular reflection) 
components. The type of scattering that dominates depends on the roughness of the sea surface. 
For a smooth sea surface, specular reflection dominates and vice versa. Scattered waves can be 
efficiently computed based on the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral (e.g. Holford 1981; Thorsos, 
1988; Amundsen, 1994; Siderius and Porter, 2008; Orji et al., 2012) (2D case shown here): 
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where )1(0H is the zeroth-order Hankel function of the first kind, )(ωS  is the source spectrum, k
is the temporal wavenumber of the propagating wavefield, 'dl  is the length parameter along the 
rough surface, rr
*&
−′  defines the distance from the receiver location r
*
to a scattering point r ′
*
 on 
the sea surface and dr
*
 is the distance from the “secondary” source to the receiver. Equation 
(2.3) represents the pressure wavefield recorded by a receiver located at ),( RR zx  due to a 
wavefield emitted by a source located at ),( SS zx  (see Figure 10). The total wavefield comprises 
of the incident pressure field (first term on the right hand side of equation (2.3)) and scattered 
pressure field (second term on the right hand side of equation (2.3)).  
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            Kirchhoff approximation
       In order to ensure an efficient computation of the scattered field (the integral on the RHS of 
equation (2.3)), the Kirchhoff approximation was employed here. Benchmarking using an exact 
method shows that the Kirchhoff approximation works well for the typical sea surface conditions 
and seismic bandwidths. The main idea behind this approximation is that the sea surface locally 
can be replaced by its tangent plane at the point of incidence and the planewave reflection 
coefficient can be used (Thorsos, 1988; Schleicher et al., 2007). As a consequence, the pressure 
gradient 
n
rP
∂
∂ ),( ω*
 in equation (2.3) can be replaced as follows: is obtained by assuming pressure 
release surface at the sea surface and employing numerical invasion.  However, this process 
could be computationally expensive and also limits the solution to frozen sea surfaces only.  
n
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 is the incident field at a scattering point on the sea surface. Thus, the scattered field 
can now be calculated with relatively less effort. In order to be able to handle a time-varying sea 
surface, the scattering problem is rather solved directly in the time-domain introducing time-
delays honoring causality. Figure 10 shows a 2D Pierson-Moskowitz sea surface for a wind 
speed of 17 m/s (top panel) and the corresponding total pressure wavefield calculated along a 
line of 128 receivers located at a depth of 15 m below the sea surface. Observe that the direct or 
upgoing wavefield (the first event in the lower panel) is 180° out of phase with the scattered 
wavefield or downgoing wavefield (second event in the lower panel) as expected. We can also 
easily see the effect of the rough sea surface on the scattered waves.  
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Figure 10: Plot showing 2D Pierson-Moskowitz sea surface for a wind blowing with a speed of 
17 m/s (top panel) and the corresponding total pressure field computed based on the Kirchhoff 
approximation for 128 receivers (bottom panel). The inset box shows that part of the sea surface 
covered by the streamer.

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Chapter 3 
                                           
Sea surface imaging technology 
To recover sea surfaces from synthetic or field data involves firstly a decomposition of the 
recorded data into its upgoing and downgoing components in a process termed “wavefield 
separation”. Secondly, the decomposed wavefields are extrapolated upwards in small discrete 
steps until they coincide in time and space. Finally, an adequate imaging condition is applied to 
recover these positions of coincidence which essentially define the sea surface variations. 
3.1   Wavefield separation 
   Collocated dual-sensors towed in an isotropic acoustic medium such as water, measure 
propagating pressure differences and particle velocities of the medium. These wavefields 
comprise of a series of compression and rarefactions with the direction of motion being parallel 
to the direction of propagation of the pressure wavefields. 2D planewave representation of the 
total pressure wavefield measurements of a sensor placed at a depth Rz  can be written as: 
,DUP +=                                                                                                                                 (3.1) 
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Making use of the relationship between the vertical particle velocity field and the pressure field 
(equation (1.5)), the velocity sensor will correspondingly record: 
θ
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with θ  being the angle of incidence. The vertical wavenumber zk  fulfills the following 
dispersion relation: 
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where xk is the horizontal wavenumber associated with the inline or x -direction. This 2D 
formulation can easily be extended to 3D by including the cross-line or y -direction. The 
receiver side deghosted pressure field or upgoing wavefield is obtained by subtracting equation 
(3.2) from equation (3.1) and scaling with a factor of 0.5: 
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whereas the downgoing pressure wavefield is obtained from a simple addition of the collocated 
wavefield measurement (i.e., adding equations (3.2) and (3.1)) and scaling with 0.5: 
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   If we now consider the special case of vertical incidence ( 0=θ ), the measurements from the 
two sensors will then be in phase in the direction of the propagation and the constant of 
proportionality relating the two measurements is now only the acoustic impedance factor cρ . 
Since the positive −z axis is downwards, the signals of energy propagating in the downward 
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direction are in phase for the two sensors, while the signals of energy propagating in the upward 
direction (i.e., negative −z axis) are 180° out of phase. Figure 11 depicts wavefield separation 
for a source deghosted wavefield arriving vertically at the collocated dual-sensors. In Figure 11, 
the ghost recorded by the pressure sensor (and particle velocity sensor) is portrayed as having 
equal magnitude as the upgoing event. This is because the sea surface has been assumed to be 
flat for simplicity of the illustration.  Nevertheless, the nature of the sea surface does not in 
principle affect wavefield separation (e.g., Fokkema and van den Berg, 1993; Scholmeesters, 
2001). 
Figure 11: Plots illustrating wavefield separation as a simple dual sensor subtraction with 
proper scaling to obtain the upgoing pressure wavefield U  (upper panel) and a dual sensor 
summation with proper scaling to obtain the downgoing pressure wavefield D  (lower panel)
3.2   Wavefield extrapolation 
    The main purpose of wave field separation is to be able to extrapolate (move) the decomposed 
wavefields to any chosen depth.  In order to image the sea surface, the separated upgoing and 
downgoing wavefields are moved upwards from the sensors’ depth levels towards the sea surface 
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in small discrete steps. The principle of the extrapolation can be explained starting from the 
general solution of the Helmholtz equation (equation (1.5)): 
)()( zkizki zz BeAeDUP −+=+=                                                                                                   (3.5) 
Considering now only upward propagating waves in equation (3.5) (i.e., 0=B ), the pressure 
wavefield at receiver depth 0=z  may be used to find the constant A:   
AzkU z == ),0,( ω                                                                                                                     (3.6) 
Similarly, for the upwards propagating wavefield at an arbitrary observation depth 1zz = , one 
obtains from equation (3.5):    
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The upgoing pressure wavefield at the receiver depth Rzz =  is then: 
)(),0,(),,( RzzkizRz ezkUzkU ωω ==                                                                                            (3.8) 
Therefore, the extrapolation of the upgoing wavefield upwards from depth Rz  to depth 1z  is 
achieved by combining equations (3.7) and (3.8): 
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The upward (towards the sea surface) extrapolation of the downgoing wavefield is obtained by 
setting 0=A  in equation (3.5). If we denote now the measured upgoing and downgoing pressure 
fields at the receiver level by RU  and RD  respectively, the upgoing wavefield is extrapolated 
from the sensor depth level Rz to another depth 1z  by applying the following equation: 

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whereas the downgoing wavefieldis taken to the same depth by the operation: 
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where 1U  and 1D  respectively denote the upgoing and downgoing wavefields vertically 
extrapolated to the depth 1z . Similar expressions can be written for the vertical particle velocity 
wavefields. 
    Initially, the time difference between upgoing and downgoing wavefields is given by the ghost 
period (time taken for the wavefield to reach the sea surface and propagate back again to the 
sensor), as the extrapolation continues, this ghost period reduces with each extrapolation step 
until it is zero at the sea surface where the upgoing going and downgoing wavefields coincide in 
time. A summation of the amplitudes of the two wavefields at this point of coincidence gives 
zero in the case of a flat sea surface. This is because at the flat sea surface, the two wavefields 
have the same magnitude and are 180° out of phase because of the reflection coefficient of -1 at 
the sea surface.  Figure 12 illustrates vertical extrapolation of the separated upgoing and 
downgoing wavefields from the original receiver depth to an assumed flat sea surface (at 0 m). In 
reality, a line(s) of sensors (streamer) is usually considered. Streamers are usually not flat during 
data acquisition because of its weight. Therefore, the depth variations of the sensors must be 
taken into account (see Fokkema and van den Berg, 1993; Söllner et al., 2008; Orji, 2009). The 
extrapolation step-size (in depth) must be chosen such that the smallest sea surface wave height 
variations that can be resolved by the seismic wavefield are captured. Tests using different 
extrapolation step-sizes show that step-size of 0.1 m is sufficient for marine seismic case (very 
short sea surface wavelengths are usually filtered by the seismic wavefield). Upward 
extrapolation of the upgoing and downgoing wavefields is continued until these two wavefields 
coincide in time and space. The position (coordinate) of the coincidence defines the sea surface 
position.  
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Figure 12: Plots illustrating extrapolation of the upgoing RU  and the downgoing RD pressure 
wavefields: from sensor depth (upper panel left) to an arbitrary depth (upper panel middle) and 
then to the sea surface depth (upper panel right.) Lower panels:  summation of the extrapolated 
wavefields at each depth. The sum of the amplitudes of the extrapolated wavefields at the sea 
surface is zero.
3.3   Imaging condition 
     In order to extract the positions of coincidence an imaging condition must be employed. 
Conventional seismic imaging is based on the assumption that wavefields originating from a 
seismic source propagate to and interact with a discontinuity as an incident wavefield before 
returning to a receiver(s) as a reflected seismic wavefield (Berkhout, 1982; Claerbout, 1985; 
Sava and Vlad, 2011). Thus, the two wavefields (i.e., incident and reflected wavefields) 
kinematically coincide at the discontinuity (in our case a sea surface point). Therefore, the key 
elements in imaging the sea surface point are the incident (upgoing wavefields) and reflected 
wavefields (downgoing wavefields). These wavefields are first propagated upwards to the point 
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(space) and time where they interacted with the sea surface point by employing wavefield 
extrapolation. This procedure can be carried out in the space-time domain, the wavenumber-
frequency domain or the space-frequency domain. Then an adequate imaging condition is 
applied to extract the point of coincidence (sea surface) and the amplitude value at the image 
point can be further analyzed for the possibility of extracting sea surface reflectivity information. 
   A conventional cross-correlation imaging condition is formulated as the zero-lag of the cross-
correlation between the upgoing and downgoing wavefields (Claerbout, 1985). Classical imaging 
condition employs a division of the reflected wavefield by the source wavefield (Claerbout, 
1971). A comparison of different types of imaging conditions has been carried out by Schleicher 
et al., (2008) and Vivas et al., (2009). From these reviews least-squares type of imaging 
conditions have been shown to be most robust. Such a condition involves a division of the cross-
correlation of the upgoing and dowgoing wavefields by the autocorrelation of the upgoing 
wavefields at each extrapolation depth: 
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I  indicates the image point amplitude and its coordinate ),( 11 zx  defines the current receiver 
position )( 1x  and the extrapolation depth )( 1z . The calculation is performed within a selected 
window of traces (selected line of receivers).  
   Figure 13 shows plots of the numerator of equation (3.12) for different extrapolation depths 
(from 3 m with step-size 0.1 m to -3 m with 0 m representing the datum) for four selected 
receivers (number 16, 32, 64 and 96) from a streamer containing 128 receivers. The seismic 
cable was placed at a depth of 15 m and the same Pierson-Moskowitz sea surface as shown in 
Figure 10 was employed. The peak of each plot indicates the sea surface depth position for the 
given receiver. Figure 14 shows plots of the corresponding denominator of equation (3.12). The 
zero-lag amplitude values of the autocorrelations show only marginal changes with extrapolation 
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depths as expected. The minor linear trend seen in Figure 14 is because of the difference in the 
geometrical spreading for different depths (i.e., amplitude decreases with increasing upward 
extrapolation of the upgoing wavefield). In Figures 13 and 14, the computed correlations for a 
given depth (i.e., for a given receiver) were not normalized. The normalization (done only for 
visualization purpose here) in the plots were computed using the peak amplitudes for all the 
depths considered for a given receiver.  
Figure 13: Plots showing cross-correlation of upgoing and downgoing wavefields at different 
extrapolations depths for receiver: 16 (upper left), 32 (upper right), 64 (lower left) and 96 
(bottom right) from a streamer containing 128 receivers. In the calculations, a 2D Pierson-
Moskowitz sea surface with wind blowing at a speed of 17 m/s is assumed (see also Figure 10). 
Extrapolation depths corresponding to peak values are indicated for each receiver.
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Figure 14: Plots showing auto-correlation of upgoing wavefields at different extrapolations 
depths for receiver: 16 (upper left), 32 (upper right), 64 (lower left) and 96 (lower right) from a 
streamer containing 128 receivers. In the calculations, a 2D Pierson-Moskowitz sea surface with 
wind blowing at a speed of 17 m/s is assumed (see also Figure 10). 
Figure 15 shows the extracted extrapolation depths corresponding to peak values for each 
receiver position. These points give a reconstruction of the modeled Pierson-Moskowitz sea 
surface shown earlier in Figure 10.  Note the good match between the modeled sea surface (blue) 
and the imaged sea surface (red). However, because of the band limited source pulse used in 
computing the data, the imaged sea surface is a filtered version of the modeled sea surface. A 
repetition of this process in a sliding window through the data gives different sea surface profiles 
corresponding to different times and the time variable characteristics of the sea surface is then 
extracted. 
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Figure 15: Plot showing modeled (blue) and imaged Pierson-Moskowitz sea surface (confirm 
from the black inset box in Figure 10). The corresponding receivers’ positions )(x  (starting 
from receiver16 and ending in receiver 96) and the corresponding extrapolation depths )(z  with 
peak amplitude values of the cross-correlations for these receivers are also shown (cf. Figure 
13).
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Chapter 4 
Main scientific contribution 
   Sequel to the sea surface imaging patent (PGS-08-04US) the overall goal of this PhD work has 
been to investigate the feasibility of obtaining the time-variant sea surface shape and the 
associated reflection coefficient estimates from decomposed dual-sensor streamer data. 
Encouraged by the results obtained from the early feasibility studies a series of improvements 
were proposed and implemented to demonstrate the ability of the technique to reconstruct 
realistic time-variant sea surfaces from 2D and 3D dual sensor seismic data. Due to limited time, 
recovering of actual reflectivity information was only partly investigated. Since this PhD work 
has been funded through an industrial type of PhD grant, we have also included a summary of 
two patents developed through the project. However, the academic part of this work consists of 
three journal papers of which two have already been published in Geophysics. The third paper is 
currently being reviewed by the same journal.     
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4.1   Summary of publications 
4.1.1   Paper I 
Orji O. C., W. Söllner and L-J. Gelius, 2010, Imaging the sea surface using dual-sensor towed 
streamer: Geophysics 75, P. V111 – V1118. 
    Paper I reports a feasibility study of sea surface imaging using dual-sensor towed streamer. In 
the first part of the study, controlled data were computed based on ray tracing assuming a flat 
and stationary sea surface.  The imaging technology was then calibrated with respect to noise, 
extrapolation step-size and imaging window size. The possibility of extracting reliable sea 
surface reflection coefficient estimates was also demonstrated in the case of this flat sea surface. 
In the second part of the study, time-domain finite-difference modeling was employed to 
compute scattered data from a comparatively rougher “frozen” sea surface comprising of a 
composite of sinusoids. Encouraged by the good result obtained for the rough sea surface 
situation, the technique was then employed in a sliding window mode to obtain time-varying sea 
surfaces from a shot gather taken from field data acquired under marginal weather condition 
offshore North Sea. The feasibility study was carried out employing synthetic data associated 
with simple 1D sea surfaces and also many effects encountered in marine seismic acquisition 
(e.g., moving receivers, time-variant sea surfaces etc.,) were not included in the study because of 
lack of proper modeling tools at that time.  
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4.1.2   Paper II 
Orji O. C., W. Söllner and L-J. Gelius, 2012, Effects of time-varying sea surface in marine 
seismic data: Geophysics 77, P33-P43.
    In paper II the main focus was on developing a forward modeling tool that computes scattered 
data from realistic sea surfaces. A 1D time-varying Pierson-Moskowitz sea surface formulation 
was developed and forward modeling based on the 2D Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral (with and 
without Kirchhoff approximation) able to compute scattered data from the time-varying sea 
surfaces was developed. The forward modeling tool included possible effects caused by moving 
streamers and streamers with variable shape. Effect of moving receivers was shown to be a 
lateral translation of the imaged sea surface whereas variable streamer depth caused a vertical 
displacement of the imaged sea surface. Spectral analyses of the sea surfaces were also carried 
out and the speeds of the main-wind-driven events of the sea surfaces were shown to be related 
to the spectral peaks. Four consecutive shots from field data acquired under marginal weather 
condition from North Sea were imaged. The imaged time-varying sea surfaces show similar 
spectrum and thus, approximately the same speed as expected. However, the modeled sea 
surfaces employed in the validation tests of the imaging technique were still formulated in 1D. 
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4.1.3   Paper III 
Orji O. C., W. Söllner and L-J. Gelius, 2012, 2D time-varying sea surface imaging using 3D 
towed dual-sensor streamers: Geophysics (Revised version submitted July 2012) 
   Encouraged by the results obtained in paper II, further validation tests were carried out to fully 
demonstrate the robustness of the imaging technique in paper III. The forward modeling tool was 
extended to 3D and the sea conditions considered were in the form of 2D time-varying Pierson-
Moskowitz sea surfaces including Hasselmann’s directivity correction. The possibility of using 
the imaging technique to obtain 2D sea surfaces from sparsely spaced dual sensor 3D data was 
demonstrated by applying the imaging technique to 3D controlled data. The imaging technology 
was first applied in 3D and then in 2D (i.e., streamer-wise). The robustness of the technique was 
demonstrated by showing that it can resolve the main features of a given sea surface when 
applied in 2D for different sparse streamer spacing (e.g., 25 m, 50 m and 100 m). The speeds and 
directions obtained by carrying out spectral analysis of the imaged sea surfaces were used to 
further validate these results. First 2D time-varying sea surfaces were obtained from field data 
acquired from two different locations (offshore Brazil and North Sea) and under different 
weather situations (moderate and marginal weather conditions respectively). The recovered wave 
heights, speeds and directions from the field data were plausible. 
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4.2   Summary of current patent applications 
4.2.1   Patent I 
Methods and Systems for Correction of Streamer-Depth Bias in Marine Seismic Surveys  
(PGS-11-44US) 
   The disclosure involves estimating and correcting for streamer-depth bias in marine seismic 
surveys. It can be viewed as a way of carrying out the needed marine static corrections. This is 
achieved by carrying out spectral analyses of imaged sea surfaces. Ideally, for sea surfaces 
covering sufficiently large areas, the speeds and directions of the main-wind-driven events are 
related to their spectral peak wavenumbers provided the sea surface profiles were obtained using 
their correct streamer depths. However, if the wrong streamer depths were used in imaging the 
sea surfaces, strong artifacts close to zero wavenumbers will be present in the respective spectra. 
The correct streamers depths are obtained by finding streamer depths that minimizes/removes the 
artifacts in the spectra. 
4.2.2   Patent II 
Methods and Systems for Reconstruction of Low Frequency Particle Velocity Wavefield and 
Deghosting of Seismic Streamer Data 
(PGS-11-51US) 
  This disclosure includes compensating for the frequencies lost because the velocity sensor 
measurement is swamped by noise at low frequencies. These low frequencies are reconstructed 
by first computing free surface wavefield reflectivity (Green’s function) at every receiver 
position based on Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral employing the previously imaged sea surface 
(free surface). The free surface on the source side is obtained by backward propagating the 
imaged sea surface in order to obtain the sea surface at the time the source was fired. This is 
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achieved by exploiting deep water dispersion relation. Pressure wavefields are obtained from the 
field measurements. Armed with these parameters, Fredholm integral equation of the first kind is 
solved to obtain the pressure gradient. Finally, the vertical particle velocity wavefields are then 
reconstructed for those “missing” frequencies based on the relationship between velocity 
wavefield and pressure gradient. This is for the case where the source is towed at a depth above 
the streamers. If the source is towed below the streamers, then the Fredholm integral is slightly 
modified (source side free surface and the reflectivity are not needed) 
ϱϲ

Chapter 5 
      
Summary and future work 
5.1   Summary 
   The studies presented here, is focused on recovering the time-variant sea surface shape from 
scattered dual sensor data. The work evolved gradually following a “work breakdown” structure. 
It started with 1D frozen flat sea surfaces where 2D ray tracing was used to compute controlled 
data. It then progressed to 1D frozen rough sea surfaces constructed from a composite of 
sinusoids where 2D time-domain finite-difference modeling was used to compute scattered data 
from the sea surface. Encouraged by the results obtained from both synthetic and field data, 1D 
time-varying realistic sea surfaces based on the Pierson-Moskowitz formulation were then 
investigated. More efficient forward modeling tools in the form of the 2D Helmholtz-Kirchhoff 
integral (with and without the Kirchhoff approximation) able to handle time-varying boundary 
conditions were also developed. Then effects of moving streamers and variable streamer depths 
were incorporated in the forward modeling and investigated through imaging. Subsequently, in 
order to model realistic marine seismic experiments as efficiently as possible, 2D time-varying 
directional Pierson-Moskowitz sea surfaces were investigated by employing the 3D Helmholtz-
Kirchhoff integral to generate controlled data. Spectral analyses of the imaged sea surfaces were 
ϱϳ

carried out to determine the speeds and directions of the moving sea surfaces. Effects of sparse 
streamer spacing were then investigated. The robustness of the imaging technology was clearly 
demonstrated by presenting 2D time-varying sea surfaces obtained from two different field data.  
     
5.2   Future work 
     Future work will be geared towards recovering robust estimates of the time-variant sea 
surface reflectivity. The feasibility of obtaining reliable sea surface reflection coefficient 
estimates for 1D frozen flat sea surfaces has already been demonstrated.  Furthermore, sea 
surface reflectivity estimates recovered from a 1D sinusoidal surface is currently undergoing 
investigation. The reflectivity estimates obtained from this deterministic sea surface can easily be 
benchmarked since an analytical solution exists. Then statistical methods will be employed to 
investigate reflectivity estimates for realistic sea surfaces such as formulated by Pierson and 
Moskowitz. The imaging condition should also be reformulated in the planewave domain in 
order to be able to obtain and analyze the angle dependent sea surface reflectivity. If successful, 
such reflectivity information (in combination with the sea surface shape) can be useful for 
several applications as briefly discussed in section 5.2.1.  
5.2.1   Possible future applications 
Low frequency compensation (LFC) 
In the low frequency compensation equation the sea surface reflectivity is needed. However, in 
current implementation the reflection coefficient is assumed to be -1 implying a flat and 
stationary sea surface. The general LFC equation (1.2) can directly be used (instead of the 
current version in equation (1.3)) if true sea surface reflectivity estimates were available. 
ϱϴ

Deghosting solutions 
In an effort to remove sea surface ghosts, anti-ghost filters based on the assumption of a flat and 
stationary sea surface are employed. However, the actual sea surface profile and corresponding 
reflection coefficient estimates are important input parameters in case of a successful rough sea 
deghosting solution. A new generation of deghosting techniques can therefore be foreseen based 
on imaging technology presented in this work. 
Surface related multiples elimination  
Sea surface reflectivity estimates are also required in order to properly remove sea surface 
related multiples. This combined with proper source side deghosting and enhanced wavefield 
separation by employing a high-fidelity LFC might greatly improve time-lapse seismic imaging. 



ϱϵ

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ABSTRACT
Sea-surface proﬁle and reﬂection coefﬁcient estimates are
vital input parameters to various seismic data processing ap-
plications. The common assumption of a ﬂat sea surface
when processing seismic data can lead to misinterpretations
and mislocations of events.Anew method of imaging the sea
surface from decomposed waveﬁelds has been developed.
Waveﬁeld separation is applied to the data acquired by a
towed dual-sensor streamer containing collocated pressure
and vertical particle velocity sensors to obtain upgoing and
downgoingwaveﬁelds of the related sensors. Time-gated up-
going and downgoing waveﬁelds corresponding to a given
sensor are then extrapolated to the sea surfacewhere an imag-
ing condition is applied so that the time-invariant shape of the
sea surface can be recovered. By sliding the data time-win-
dow, the temporal changes of the sea surface can be corre-
spondingly estimated. Ray tracing and ﬁnite-difference
methods were used to generate different controlled data sets
used in this feasibility study to demonstrate the imaging prin-
ciple and to test the image accuracy. The method was also
tested on a ﬁrst ﬁeld data example of a marginal weather line
from theNorth Sea.
INTRODUCTION
A prerequisite for discovering any oil/gas reservoir is a well-re-
solved seismic image of the subsurface. In marine seismic data ac-
quisition, streamers containing hydrophones pressure sensors are
towed at a certain depth below the sea surface. The contact between
water and air acts like a strong reﬂector generating the source and the
receiver ghosts Ghosh, 2000. The overlap of ghosts with subsur-
face reﬂections may interfere destructively and compromise the in-
terpretability of the seismic events. In the frequency domain, the
ghosts generate a pattern of undesired notches that affect the data
resolution. The shape of the ghost pattern is inﬂuenced by the sea-
surface topography and the sea-surface reﬂection coefﬁcient. Until
the present advancement in towed marine seismic surveying, the
sea-surface topography has largely been assumed ﬂat with reﬂec-
tion coefﬁcient1 in data processing. Because the energy reﬂected
from the sea surface is dependent on its condition, the effect of a
rough sea on a seismic image can be quite dramatic compared with a
calm sea. Laws andKragh 2002 discuss the effects of rough seas on
time-lapse seismics. Goto et al. 2008 describe the inﬂuence of the
sea-surface shape as elevation statics on the source side and as a tim-
ing perturbation in the receiver ghost.
Traditional deghosting of seismic data is not a trivial procedure,
even for a ﬂat sea surface. This is because of the zeros in the spec-
trum of the ghost ﬁlter Ghosh, 2000. Consequently, there is a limit
in depth to which conventional streamers i.e., with pressure sensors
only can be towed. If the streamer is towed at a shallow depth, low
frequencies are attenuated, whereas a deep tow attenuates high fre-
quencies. Improving the resolution of the acquired seismic data by
ﬂattening the spectral response and increasing the bandwidth at low
and high frequencies require accurate deghosting schemes.
The statistical deconvolution approach as applied by Kragh and
Laws 2001 is limited by the time-variant nature of the sea surface.
In recent years, attempts have beenmade to introduce techniques for
rough sea deghosting using sea-surface proﬁle information.Kragh et
al. 2002 demonstrated how the sea-surface proﬁle can be derived
using very-low-frequency below 0.5 Hz pressure ﬂuctuations re-
corded by a special sensor setup of calibrated broad-band single-sen-
sor hydrophones. Robertsson and Kragh 2002 utilized Lax-Wen-
droff correction to derive equations for vertical pressure gradient ap-
proximation along a streamer in the vicinity of a rough sea surface.
The estimated pressure gradient and measured raw pressure data are
used to deghost measured seismic data by applying the principle of
waveﬁeld separation. Thismethodworks best for low frequencies or
shallow tow depth and is strictly limited to frequencies below the
ﬁrst ghost notch. An improved pressure gradient approximation is
achieved by Amundsen et al. 2005 by applying a binomial series
expansion on the exact relation between the vertical velocity ﬁeld
and pressure ﬁeld derived for a ﬂat sea surface and reﬂection coefﬁ-
cient of1. Both deghosting methods suffer from the fact that the
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velocity ﬁeld one needed component of the dual waveﬁeld is ap-
proximated from themeasured pressure ﬁeld.
In contrast, the dual-sensor streamer comprising collocated hy-
drophones and particle velocity sensors measures the pressure and
vertical particle velocity waveﬁelds. A combination of these two
waveﬁelds can be used to perform waveﬁeld separation Tenghamn
et al., 2007. The pressure ﬁeld is decomposed into upgoing and
downgoing pressure waveﬁelds, whereas the vertical velocity ﬁeld
is decomposed into upgoing and downgoing vertical particle veloci-
ty waveﬁelds. Both decompositions are performed independent of
the sea-surface condition.Thus, in principle, the dual-sensor stream-
ers can be towed at any depth comparedwith conventional streamers
that are normally towed between 6- and 9-m depths. The upgoing
waveﬁelds of either of the sensors are equivalent to receiver
deghosted datawith ﬂat spectra at any cable towdepth and are gener-
ally leading to an improved image resolution Carlson et al., 2007.
The scattered downgoing waveﬁelds containing the sea-surface ef-
fects represent the receiver ghost. Removing all sea-surface effects
is the goal of surface-related multiple elimination SRME Vers-
chuur, 1991, Berkhout and Verschuur, 1997 and related methods of
surface-related multiple suppression Carvalho et al., 1991;
Fokkema and van den Berg, 1993; van Borselen et al., 1996;
Amundsen, 2001, Ikelle et al., 2003. A common feature of these
methods is the independency of parameters characterizing the sub-
surface model. However, sea-surface inﬂuence in shape and reﬂec-
tion coefﬁcient is commonly ignored. To relax the sea-surface as-
sumptions of SRME, Söllner et al., 2007 and Frijlink et al., 2009 use
the downgoing velocity ﬁeld in combination with the upgoing pres-
sure ﬁeld as a sea-surfacemultiple generator.
It turns out that the scattered downgoing waveﬁeld containing the
sea-surface reﬂectivity plays a fundamental role in the seismic inver-
sion process Berkhout et al., 2009. To our knowledge, no attempt
has been reported so far to determine the sea-surface reﬂectivity op-
erator from the seismic waveﬁeld. Instead, a unity matrix, the ﬂat
stress free surface assumption, largely replaces this operator.
In this work, we present a new method of imaging the sea surface
by using the decomposed upgoing and downgoingwaveﬁelds froma
dual-sensor acquisition system. This is a method of direct sea-sur-
face imaging in the sense that the reﬂection coefﬁcients obtained
thereof directly represent the sea-surface reﬂection operator of the
seismic waveﬁeld in contrast to methods based on swell noise inver-
sion e.g., Kragh et al., 2002.
METHODOLOGY
Waveﬁeld separation and extrapolation
It is a well-known fact that recording seismic data by using collo-
cated hydrophones and velocity sensors and properly combining the
recorded waveﬁelds, ghost reﬂections can be cancelled Schneider
et al., 1964; Claerbout, 1971, 1976. A collocated dual-sensor sys-
tem simultaneously measures the pressure waveﬁeld and vertical
component of the particle velocity waveﬁeld at a given acquisition
depth. If the positive depth axis is pointing downward, the up- and
downgoingwaveﬁelds are recordedwith negative polarities for a ve-
locity sensor but with respectively positive and negative polarities
for a hydrophone. This is because of the negative reﬂection coefﬁ-
cient at the sea surface and the fact that the velocity sensor is direc-
tional whereas the hydrophone is a scalar sensor. In a homogenous
medium, the pressure waveﬁeld P and the vertical component of the
particle velocity waveﬁeld Vz are related as follows in frequency do-
main Claerbout, 1971, 1976:
Vz
dP
idz
, 1
where  represents the density, z deﬁnes the depth coordinate, and
is the angular frequency. Thus, the relationship between the ghost
functions of these two sensors being 90° out-of-phase with each
other as seen from equation 1 is exploited in data processing to de-
compose the measured seismic waveﬁelds. For example, the upgo-
ing and downgoing pressure waveﬁelds in the frequency-wavenum-
ber domain can bewritten in amatrix formas plane-wave decompo-
sition
U˜
D˜
 121

kz
1

kz
 P˜V˜ z, 2
where kz is the vertical wavenumber and tilde designates the fre-
quency-wavenumber transformed waveﬁelds e.g., Claerbout,
1976; Ursin, 1984; Amundsen, 1993. In equation 2, the streamer is
assumed to be ﬂat, which in reality is usually not the case. Fokkema
and van den Berg 1993 show how similar equations can be derived
for a smoothly shaped horizontal nonﬂat streamer. Application
based on an implementation of these equations is presented in Söll-
ner et al. 2008.
In the ﬁrst step in imaging the sea surface, we extrapolate in small
depth increments the separated upgoing waveﬁeld and the downgo-
ing waveﬁeld upward toward the sea surface Claerbout, 1976;
Gazdag, 1978; Berkhout, 1982:
U˜ kx,z0,U˜ kx,zR,expikzz0zR	, 3
D˜ kx,z0,D˜ kx,zR,expikzzRz0	 . 4
Equation 3 performs the extrapolation of the upgoing pressure
waveﬁeld from the data acquisition depth zR which is considered
below the source depth level to the sea-surface position z0, which is
assumed to be ﬂat in this case. Also the scattered downgoing pres-
sure waveﬁeld, after muting the direct downgoing waveﬁeld, is ex-
trapolated upward toward the sea surface using equation 4. The up-
goingwaveﬁeld is forward-propagated in timewhereas the downgo-
ingwaveﬁeld is backward-propagated in time.
Figure 1 shows that at the data acquisition depth, there is always a
time delay between the measured upgoing and downgoing wave-
ﬁelds. As the separated waveﬁelds are extrapolated toward the sea
surface in a step-wise manner with a given step size, this delay time
D U
zR
Sea surface
Figure 1.Asketch showing a rough sea surface, a streamer towed at a
depth of zR, and the upgoing U and downgoing D waveﬁelds re-
corded by the sensor in the streamer.
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becomes smaller. At the sea surface, the difference between the ar-
rival times of the upgoing and downgoing waveﬁelds is zero, as
shown in Figure 2. One may view this extrapolation as bringing the
streamer systematically closer and closer to the sea surface. Thus,
when the streamer is exactly at the sea surface, the upgoing and
downgoingwaveﬁelds are recorded exactly at the same time. For the
ﬂat sea surface, the amplitudes of upgoing and downgoing pressure
waveﬁelds cancel out after summation Figure 2. This is because
the downgoing waveﬁeld is the same as the upgoing waveﬁeld, ex-
cept for a phase shift of 180° caused by the sea-surface reﬂection.
Imaging condition
After proper extrapolation of the decomposed monochromatic
waveﬁelds to the desired depth level, an estimate of the reﬂection co-
efﬁcients can be obtained by applying the classical U/D imaging
condition and including all frequencies and sources available Claer-
bout, 1971. However, this condition becomes unstable for small
values of the downgoing waveﬁeld. A stabilized version in which a
stabilizing factor is added to the downgoing waveﬁeld can be used
Vivas et al., 2009. Guitton et al. 2006 also show that the smooth-
ing of the downgoingwaveﬁeld along the transversal coordinate can
be used as a stabilizing criterion.
Alternatively, the least-squares imaging condition estimates the
reﬂection coefﬁcient by adding crosscorrelations of the upgoing and
downgoing waveﬁelds for all frequencies and sources available and
dividing it by the total energy of the downgoing waveﬁeld Schle-
icher et al., 2008; Vivas et al., 2009. Many authors among them are
Vivas et al., 2009, Chattopadhyay and McMechan, 2008, and Schle-
icher et al., 2008 have shown that the least-squares imaging condi-
tion also known as a source illumination map is more robust and
gives an improved image. Nevertheless, unconditional division by
the autocorrelation can cause instabilities.
In the second step of sea-surface imaging, we apply an adequately
adapted imaging condition that is a form of the least-squares imag-
ing condition Schleicher et al., 2008; Vivas et al., 2009
Ix,z



Ux,z,Dx,z,



Ux,z,Ux,z,
, 5
where the bar indicates conjugation. In a chosen time window of
traces/channels, crosscorrelation of the extrapolated upgoing and
downgoing waveﬁelds is applied. The illuminating ﬁeld in this case
is the upgoing waveﬁeld; here, the waveﬁelds are extrapolated up-
ward to the sea surface as opposed to the downward extrapolation
used in migration in the case of subsurface reﬂectors. For each ex-
trapolation step, the zero-lag amplitude values output from the
crosscorrelations are divided by the zero-lag amplitude values out-
put from the autocorrelations for each extrapolation step. Thus, by
dividing with the zero-lag values of the autocorrelation, possible in-
stability that would have been caused by a divisionwith small values
is avoided. The extrapolation depth associated with the maximum
image value Ix,z for a given channel corresponds to the sea-surface
elevation z at this channel position x. A plot of these extrapolation
depths versus channel positions gives a time stationary image of the
sea surface along the streamer corresponding to the selected time
window.Asea-surface image at a different time is obtained by apply-
ing the imaging in a sliding timewindowmode.
It is pertinent to note that scattered waves comprising coherent
and incoherent components arisewhen a soundwave is incident on a
rough sea surface e.g., Brekhovskikh and Lysanov, 2003. In this
case, only the coherent component waveﬁeld propagating in the di-
rection of the specular reﬂection contributes to the image, and the
obtained reﬂection coefﬁcient is consequently less than unity.
SYNTHETIC DATA EXAMPLES
Ray-tracing approach
The proposed technique of sea-surface imaging was investigated
using synthetic data based on dynamic ray tracing as well as time-
domain ﬁnite-difference methods. First, a simple 2D acoustic plane
layer model was constructed. The assigned layer velocities and den-
sities are VP333 m /s, 0.01 g /cm3 air; VP1500 m /s, 
1 g /cm3 water; and VP2500 m /s, 2 g /cm3 sediment.
In the modeling, a 40-m air layer and 200-m water layer were used.
A source generating a typical airgun signature was placed at a depth
of 6 m and towed at a distance of 50 m behind the vessel. The
streamer was positioned at a depth of 15 m and 200 m behind the
source.
Ashot gather was generated for the hydrophone and velocity sen-
sor by dynamic ray tracing.Thewaveﬁeld separationwas performed
using equation 2. In a 400-ms time window of traces, the imaging
condition was applied to the decomposed upgoing and downgoing
pressure waveﬁelds after extrapolating them to the sea surface. The
optimal length of the imaging time window should be tested in each
case and was chosen to be 400 ms here. The time-invariant ﬂat sea-
surface image obtained is used as a control reference. Figure 3 shows
a plot of the estimated reﬂection coefﬁcients for the same extrapola-
tion depth superimposed on the theoretical reﬂection coefﬁcients
obtained using the Zoeppritz equation. Except for the ﬁrst 10 chan-
nels, which are affected by edge effects, the estimated values are
seen to have an average error of approximately 0.55%.
t
x
z
z0
z1
zR
D+U
D
U
D
U
Figure 2. A sketch showing a step-wise extrapolation of the wave-
ﬁelds toward the sea surface.U is propagated forward in timewhere-
as D is propagated backward in time. Amplitudes of the two wave-
ﬁelds sum to zero at the ﬂat sea surface.
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Sensitiveness of the imaging technique
To demonstrate the resolution limit of this technique, reﬂection
coefﬁcient estimates at different extrapolation depths e.g.,
1, 0.7, 0.6, . . . , 0.1 m were obtained and plotted together with that
of the actual at 0.0 m sea-surface reﬂection coefﬁcient estimate.
Figure 4 shows that the difference between the reﬂection coefﬁcient
estimates obtained for a 0.1-m extrapolation depth and that obtained
for the true sea surface is very small. The average error for the reﬂec-
tion coefﬁcient estimates for extrapolation depths of 0.1 m and the
sea-surface extrapolation depths are 0.60% and 0.55%, respectively.
Thus, deviations caused by sea-surface state swell and other forms
of noise are solely resolvable if above 0.1 m. Nevertheless, the sen-
sitiveness of this technique is hinged on the viability of the imaging
technique and associated numerical implementations.
Error analysis
The reﬂection coefﬁcient estimates obtained so far were from
noise-free data. To carry out an error analysis of the imaging tech-
nique, random noise was superimposed on the generated synthetic
data set having an amplitude value of 10% root mean square rms
value of that of the noise-free data. The sea-surface image and the re-
ﬂection coefﬁcient estimateswere obtained based on these data.
The noisy data gave the same good image of the sea surface as ex-
pected because the phase timing of the imaging condition is robust
with respect to noise. This is expected because the imaging tech-
nique is robust with respect to noise. However, the noise introduced
random errors in the estimated reﬂection coefﬁcients and increased
the average error to 2.26% Figure 5.Although the reﬂection coefﬁ-
cient estimates obtained are also affected by other errors attributable
to data truncation and numerical implementation inaccuracies, the
amplitude part of the imaging condition e.g., reﬂection coefﬁcient
values is shown to be sensitive to additive random noise. Compar-
ing the average error of noise-free data and the average error of the
noisy data, which are 0.55% and 2.26%, respectively, the imaging
technique is shown to be robust with respect to randomnoise.
Finite-difference approach
As a further demonstration of the robustness of this imaging tech-
nique, a ﬁnite-difference model in which the sea surface has a fairly
realistic rough surface was used. A similar 2D acoustic model as in
the previous example was used but with a spatially varying sea sur-
face Shepherd and McDonald, 2004. Hence, by superimposing
three different sine waves corresponding to wavelengths of 0.9, 1.0,
and 1.1 times the dominant wavelength of 120 m, a composite sta-
tionary sea-surface shape was simulated as shown in Figure 6. On
the basis of the Beaufort scale and the World Meterological Organi-
zation sea state code, which classiﬁed a sea with signiﬁcant wave
height SWH of 2.5–4 m as a rough sea, we chose our SWH to be
4 m. Thus, the rough sea has a signiﬁcant peak-to-peak wave height
of 2 m around the sea-surface reference 40 m depth level. Also,
vacuum was used instead of air to make the sea surface a free inter-
face. The other layer parameters were kept the same as in the previ-
ous model. The source was now placed in the center of the streamer
spread to avoid edge effects and possible aliasing based on our sur-
vey layout. ARicker wavelet with a center frequency of 60 Hz was
used as the source signature. The model was gridded in both direc-
tionswith a grid size of 60 cm.
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Figure 3. A plot of the maximum image point values for each chan-
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Figure 7 shows a close-up see box in Figure 6 of parts of the
modeled rough sea surface to be imaged. A plot of the upgoing and
downgoing pressurewaveﬁelds from this area shows that, as expect-
ed, only the downgoing waveﬁeld receiver ghost and other type of
surface-related multiples carry information about the sea-surface
condition as shown in Figure 8. Notice that the ripples observed on
the ghosted primary Figure 8a are absent on the corresponding
event in the upgoingwaveﬁeld Figure 8b. On the other hand, small
amplitude variations in the ﬁrst surface-related multiple are still ob-
servable in the upgoing waveﬁeld. This is because the upgoing pri-
mary reﬂected waveﬁeld reﬂects from the ﬂat seaﬂoor whereas the
downgoing waveﬁeld and the multiples are also reﬂected from the
sea surface after being reﬂected from the ﬂat seaﬂoor.
We applied our sea-surface imaging technique to the data of the
selected area shown in the close-up picture. Here, a 400-ms time
window was also chosen. The imaged sea-surface output for this
area is plotted together with the extracted modeled sea surface as
shown in Figure 9 and a very good match was obtained. The differ-
ences aremainly explained by the resolution limitation caused by us-
ing a 60-HzRickerwavelet.
FIELD DATA EXAMPLE
The ﬁeld datawere acquired by PetroleumGeo-Services PGS in
the North Sea under marginal weather conditions, between 4-m
swell height at the start of line and 2-m swell height at end of line, us-
ing a dual-sensor streamer that was towed at 15-m depthwhereas the
source array was towed at 7-m depth. Figure 10a-c shows the total
pressure waveﬁeld Figure 10a, the upgoing Figure 10b, and the
downgoing pressure waveﬁelds Figure 10c at the acquisition
depth. The upgoing and downgoing waveﬁelds were extrapolated to
the acquisition datum level and summed together Figure 10d. Ob-
serve that most of the amplitudes of the pressure ﬁeld at 0-m extrap-
olation depth canceled out after adding the upgoing and downgoing
waveﬁelds.However, because the sea surface is not ﬂat, residual am-
plitude values of the total waveﬁeld are expected.
The ﬁrst sea-surface image Figure 11 was obtained after apply-
ing a 30-Hz high-pass ﬁlter with ramp from 20 Hz to the prepro-
cessed ﬁeld data. The ﬁlter was applied to remove that part of the
data for which the vertical velocity ﬁeld was contaminated by me-
chanical noise. The imaged result is considered a “frozen” time-in-
variant image of the sea surface corresponding to the time of the
analysis window used in this case 400 ms, starting from 200 ms of
the ﬁeld data.
Until now, only a time-invariant sea surface has been considered.
For the time-varying sea-surface image, there is always a conﬂict re-
garding the choice of the length of the imaging timewindow.The de-
sign time window needs to be short so that the wavelet does not
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Figure 6. The 2D earth model showing the centered source and re-
ceiver layout, the sea surface, and seaﬂoor.The inset red box shows
part of the rough sea to be imaged.
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eled rough sea surface to be imaged.
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Figure 8. A common shot gather of the generated synthetic data for
the rough sea surface demonstrating that only the downgoing wave-
ﬁeld a and the surface-related multiples carry information about
the sea-surface state. The primary reﬂection of the upgoing wave-
ﬁeld in panel b is reﬂected from theﬂat seaﬂoor,whereas the down-
going waveﬁeld and the multiples are also reﬂected from the rough
sea. The surface-related multiple, the second reﬂection event in the
downgoingwaveﬁeld a, is reﬂected twice at the sea surface,where-
as the corresponding event in the upgoing waveﬁeld b is reﬂected
only once at the sea surface.
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change too much, but it also needs to be long enough to capture the
reﬂection event. Awindow length of 400 ms was also found to be a
good choice in this case. To capture the dynamic nature of the sea-
surface image, this imaging technique was repeated through a total
of 1.8 s of the shot record by sliding the imaging time window
100 ms each time down the data. Thus, a total of 18 time-invariant
sea-surface images at different times were obtained and these were
plotted together and interpolated linearly as shown in Figure 12.
Imaging a time-invariant sea-surface shape has been demonstrat-
ed for a given time instant.Moreover, by placing such time-invariant
sea-surface shapes side by side in a sequence, a time-variant sea-sur-
face behavior could be obtained. In general, sea-surface shape varia-
tions are temporally and spatially irregular. The rising and falling of
the sea-surface waves as they move toward higher channel numbers
and as time elapses are observed in Figure 12. In particular, the peak
observed at channel 38 apparently hasmoved to channel 41 marked
with broken line in Figure 13 within 1.8 s, corresponding to a water
wave apparent speed of approximately 22.0 m /s, which represents a
realistic value. However, given the limited data window imaged, the
real behavior of the moving sea-surface wave is difﬁcult to be cap-
tured solely from these sea-surface images Figures 12 and 13.
Many factors contribute to the erratic behavior of the sea-surface
wave.Wind speed and direction, water depth, land mass topography
of the data acquisition area, and different artiﬁcial noise caused by
man or sea life contribute to make the temporal behavior of the sea-
surface shape very complicated. Nevertheless, the imaged result of
the ﬁeld data shows relatively smooth temporal and spatial varia-
tions. It is a common practice to stop seismic data acquisition in se-
vere weather conditions rough sea conditions of4 m SWH. The
imaged result from the ﬁeld data has a SWH2 m as shown. Thus,
the estimated temporal and spatial variations of the sea-surface
shape as shown seem reasonable.
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CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to image the shape of the sea surface using the upgo-
ing and downgoing waveﬁelds from dual-sensor towed streamer
data. The scattered decomposed waveﬁelds within a selected time
window are extrapolated stepwise from the receiver level upward in
the water layer. At every extrapolation step an adequate imaging
condition is applied to image the water-air interface. Selecting a dif-
ferent time window gives a sea-surface image at a different time in-
stant. Finally, using a sliding window through the data, the time-
variable sea-surface conditionwas obtained.
This method was tested using synthetic data corresponding to a
static rough sea surface andwas also applied to ﬁeld data acquired in
the North Sea under marginal weather conditions. The imaged sea
surface using the synthetic data sets correlates well with the corre-
sponding true sea surface. The SWH during the acquisition of the
ﬁeld data was reported to be between 2 and 4 m and is in agreement
with the SWHs obtained using our imaging technique.
A more elaborate test of the imaging technique using synthetic
and ﬁeld data will be carried out in the future. The discrepancy be-
tween the estimated reﬂection coefﬁcients and the theoretical reﬂec-
tion coefﬁcients will be investigated further, and the development of
more robust estimators imaging conditions will be a prioritized
task. To increase the reﬂection coefﬁcient accuracy, the imaging
condition will be applied in a plane-wave domain. Shot records will
be analyzed to extract statistical properties of rough sea surfaces.
Agood control of the frequency content of the signal and the cor-
responding frequency dependence of the resultant reﬂection coefﬁ-
cient estimates was possible in the synthetic data case because the
mediumwas assumed to be nonviscous.However, this is not the case
for the ﬁeld data andwill be addressed in futurework.
Also, to further study the ability of themethod to give accurate im-
ages of time-variant sea-surface conditions and reﬂection coefﬁcient
estimates, software able to generate controlled data associatedwith a
moving sea surface should be developed. Future use of the imaging
strategy discussed here can be to further reﬁne seismic inversion and
multiple elimination schemes. One of the crucial parts of dual-sen-
sor processing is to recover the low-frequency part of the velocity
sensor from the actual hydrophone measurements. This is carried
out using a low-frequency condition assuming a ﬂat sea surface and
an ideal reﬂection coefﬁcient of1. In the future, one may foresee
the development of iterative techniques able to update the low-fre-
quency condition on the basis of the knowledge of the sea-surface
state and corresponding reﬂection coefﬁcient estimates.
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Effects of time-varying sea surface in marine seismic data
Okwudili C. Orji1, Walter Söllner2, and Leiv-J. Gelius3
ABSTRACT
A method of imaging sea surfaces based on marine
seismic measurements has recently been developed. The
imaging technique is based on extrapolating decomposed
wavefields obtained from dual-sensor streamers to the sea
surface where an adequate imaging condition is applied.
Earlier feasibility tests of the method involved only con-
trolled data associated with frozen sea surfaces. Here, the
issue of time-varying effects will be in focus. We introduced
a modeling approach based on the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz in-
tegral and computed the scattered wavefield from time-
varying rough sea surfaces (e.g., Pierson-Moskowitz sea
surfaces). We generated data for a realistic wind speed and
verify the robustness of the proposed sea surface imaging
technique by taking into account possible effects of moving
receivers as well as streamers with variable shape. We inves-
tigate the feasibility of estimating the surface wave velocity
from the spectra of the imaged sea surfaces and finally pre-
sent a successful application of the sea surface imaging tech-
nique to data from the North Sea.
INTRODUCTION
Sea surface topography is a subject of wide interest in the scien-
tific community. In remote sensing, directional information of
ocean surface waves is obtained from synthetic aperture radar
(SAR). Many authors have investigated ocean surface SAR
images among them are Schulz-Stellenfleth and Lehner (2001),
Hasselmann and Hasselmann (1991), and Alpers et al. (1983).
Schulz-Stellenfleth et al. (2001) used across-track interferometric
synthetic aperture radar (InSAR), but obtained distorted digital ele-
vation models of the sea surface because of the continuous motion
of the sea wave. The observed distortions were dependent on the
amplitude of the ocean swell.
In underwater acoustics, scattering of acoustic waves by the sea
surface has been studied extensively. The nature and time variable
changes of the sea surface are important factors considered in sub-
marine warfare and fish finding (e.g., Clay and Medwin, 1977;
Urick, 1983), as well as acoustic underwater communications (e.g.,
Stojanovic, 1996). In many sonar applications, solutions of the
ocean acoustic scattering problems are often formulated in the
frequency-domain implying a “frozen” sea surface in time (e.g.,
Siderius and Porter, 2008). Considering the frequency band typical
for acoustic communications (e.g., 1–50 kHz), the effects of a
moving source, moving receiver and a moving sea surface cannot
be neglected.
If not taken care of properly, reflections from the sea surface
degrade the seismic image. High-resolution images are essential
for quantitative seismic interpretation and improved reservoir mon-
itoring. Laws and Kragh (2002) discuss effects of rough sea surface
scattering on 4D seismic data. In time-lapse seismic, where succes-
sive seismic images of producing field aids geophysicists in iden-
tifying bypassed oil, the destructive effects of the sea surface prove
to be a challenge when the successive images are matched. This is
because the sea surface conditions vary continuously. However, var-
ious seismic processing and imaging methods that actively make
use of sea surface reflections, assume flat and stationary sea surface
conditions and consequently a reflection coefficient of −1.
Thus, there is a need for techniques that can describe the
time-varying effects of the sea surface. A large literature exists on
scattering of sound by rough surfaces. Modeling of scattered wave-
fields from rough sea surfaces based on the Helmholtz integral
(Holford, 1981) or the Helmholtz integral with the Kirchhoff
approximation included have been used by many authors. Thorsos
(1988, 1990) and coworkers discuss scattering from Gaussian and
Pierson-Moskowitz surfaces. Siderius and Porter (2008) discuss
broadband ocean acoustic transmissions associated with a time-
varying sea surface. Laws and Kragh (2002) investigate scattering
from rough time-varying sea surfaces using the Kirchhoff method
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and a specialized finite difference (FD) method. They simulate this
time-variation by employing different realisations of the Pierson-
Moskowitz sea surface for separate shot records and phase-rolling
for short time wavelet variations. Orji et al. (2010) presented a meth-
od of imaging sea surfaces based on dual-sensor data. In this meth-
od, the scattered wavefields from the subsurface were separated
from the receiver ghosts and both wavefields were subsequently
extrapolated upward in small depth steps to the sea surface and
an imaging condition was applied. They investigated the accuracy
of the proposed technique by computing scattered data from frozen
sea surfaces based on dynamic ray tracing and acoustic finite-
difference methods. To the knowledge of the authors no attempts
of imaging a time-varying sea surface based on modeled data have
been reported in the literature.
This paper can be considered a continuation of the previous work
of Orji et al. (2010), but this time a forward modeling tool based on
the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral is developed. It can handle time-
varying Pierson-Moskowitz sea surfaces, moving receivers as well
as a streamer with a variable shape. Thus, the marine seismic
experiment can be modeled in a more realistic manner. Such con-
trolled data can then be used to demonstrate the robustness of the
sea surface imaging technique introduced by Orji et al. (2010) with
respect to time-varying effects. When imaging the modeled sea sur-
face we use a variable depth wavefield separation technique that
takes into account the true depth of each of the sensors along
the streamer as opposed to using a nominal depth. The analyses also
include possible effects of moving receivers. Moreover, by use of a
spectral analysis of the sea surface the feasibility of estimating the
surface-wave velocity is demonstrated. Finally, a successful appli-
cation of the method to a North Sea data set is presented.
METHODOLOGY
Collocated dual-sensor streamer systems simultaneously measure
normal particle velocity and pressure wavefields (e.g., Tenghamn
et al., 2007). A correct combination of these wavefields yield up-
going and downgoing pressure or velocity wavefields (e.g.,
Schneider et al., 1964; Claerbout, 1971, 1976; Amundsen, 1993;
Carlson et al., 2007). A method of using the separated wavefields
to image the sea surface has been described by Orji et al. (2010). In
summary, the separated upgoing and downgoing pressure or
velocity wavefields are extrapolated in small steps toward the sea
surface where an adequate imaging condition is applied. The depth
positions of the maximum image point values define the sea surface.
By using a sliding window through the data and repeating the
imaging technique for each window, the time variable changes
of the sea surface can be accounted for.
Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral modeling formulation
(frequency domain)
This work starts with the 2D Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equa-
tion (monochromatic steady-state waves in a homogeneous half-
space) describing wave scattering from a 1D rough sea surface with
the free-surface boundary condition imposed (see equation 1 and
Figure 1):
Pðr⇀;ωÞ ¼ 1
4i
H
ð1Þ
0 ðkjr
⇀
djÞSðωÞ
−
1
4i
Z
∂L
½Hð1Þ0 ðkjr
⇀ 0
− r
⇀jÞ ∂Pðr
⇀ 0
;ωÞ
∂n 0
dl 0; (1)
where H
ð1Þ
0 is the zeroth-order Hankel function of the first kind,
SðωÞ is the source spectrum, k is the wavenumber of the propagat-
ing wavefield and dl 0 is the length parameter along the rough sur-
face (e.g., Holford, 1981; Thorsos, 1988, 1990; Amundsen, 1994;
Siderius and Porter, 2008). The first term on the right-hand side of
equation 1 is the incident field (Pincðr⇀;ωÞ), whereas the second
term represents the scattered waves. To establish the notation being
used here, the following quantities are introduced with reference to
Figure 1:
fðxÞ represents the surface height function; ½x 0; fðx 0Þ defines the
position of a scattering point on the surface; r
⇀
defines a vector from
the origin to the running scattering point; r
⇀
defines a vector from
the origin to a fixed receiver position; r
⇀ 0
− r
⇀
is a vector from a
given receiver position to the running scattering point; r
⇀
d is a vector
from a source position to the receiver; r
⇀
s defines a vector from the
origin to the fixed source position; ρ
⇀
defines the vector from the
fixed source position to the running scattering point; the unit vectors
nˆ and ρˆ, respectively denote the normal to the surface and the unit
vector direction of the incident field at ½x 0; fðx 0Þ; the obliquity
factor is given by cos θ ¼ nˆ · ρˆ ≡ ηðx 0Þ (see Figure 1).
Exact method
The solution to scattering from a rough surface with a free bound-
ary condition is given by equation 1. The unknown normal deriva-
tives of the pressure field on the rough surface,
∂Pðr⇀ 0;ωÞ
∂n 0 , can be
obtained from the following equation by considering receiver points
placed along the sea surface and assuming a boundary condition of
zero total pressure field at the rough surface:
Pincðr⇀;ωÞ ¼
1
4i
Z
∂L
½Hð1Þ0 ðkjr
⇀ 0
− r
⇀jÞ ∂Pðr
⇀ 0
;ωÞ
∂n 0
dl 0: (2)
Equation 2 is a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind which is
solved using numerical inversion to give the wavefield gradient,
Figure 1. A sketch showing the coordinates of the source S, the
receiver R, and the running scattering point ½x 0; fðx 0Þ on the sea
surface fðxÞ.
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∂Pðr⇀;ωÞ
∂n
, (e.g., Holford, 1981; Thorsos, 1988; Siderius and Porter,
2008). By combining this result with equation 1, the total field at
a given receiver can be computed. In this paper, this two-step meth-
od is denoted the “Helmholtz Exact” (HE) approach. The exact
method (HE) as outlined here serves as a reference and will be used
as a quality control for the approximate method.
Kirchhoff approximation
The computational time of the exact method can be prohibitively
large especially when a time-varying surface is considered. In con-
trast, the Kirchhoff approximation is known to be much faster, and
due to the low-frequency characteristic of the rough surface consid-
ered here, it is expected to work quite well. The underlying assump-
tions of the Kirchhoff approximation are that the sea surface is
locally planar on the scale of the dominating wavelength of the
wavefield or alternatively that the radius of curvature of the sea sur-
face is large compared with the dominating seismic wavelength.
Assuming a pressure release surface and imposing continuity and
energy conservation, the Kirchhoff approximation can be described
by the following condition (Meecham, 1956; Thorsos, 1988):
∂Pðr⇀;ωÞ
∂n
≅
2∂Pincðr⇀;ωÞ
∂n
: (3)
Combining equations 1 and 3 and representing the incident field by
a line source gives the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff (HK) equation (see
appendix A for details):
Pðr⇀;ωÞ ¼ 1
4i
H
ð1Þ
0 ðkjr
⇀
djÞSðωÞ þ
kSðωÞ
8
Z
∂L
H
ð1Þ
0 ðkjr
⇀ 0
− r
⇀jÞ
×H
ð1Þ
1 ðkjρ
⇀jÞηðx 0Þdx 0; (4)
with
ηðx 0Þ ¼
−ðx 0 − xsÞ dfðxÞdx

x¼x 0
jρ⇀j
þ ½fðx
0Þ − zs
jρ⇀j
;
where H
ð1Þ
1 is the first-order Hankel function of the first kind and
ηðx 0Þ is the obliquity factor. The validity of this equation will be
demonstrated employing HE as a reference for frozen sea surface
conditions.
Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral (time domain)
To model the time-varying changes of a sea surface properly, the
time-domain version of the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral is needed.
This is achieved by introducing the asymptotic form of the Hankel
functions in the frequency-domain version of the Kirchhoff-
Helmholtz integral (see equation 4). This suffices for larger values
of the arguments of the Hankel functions (i.e., kjr⇀j > 1) because
the separated upgoing and downgoing wavefields, which represent
the inputs to the sea surface imaging algorithm, are usually in the
far field region. The asymptotic forms of the Hankel functions pre-
sent in equation 4 are given as (e.g., Watson, 1962; Abramowitz and
Stegun, 1972; Arfken, 1985):
H
ð1Þ
n ðxÞ ≅
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
πx
r
eiðx−
π
4
−nπ
2
Þ; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; : : : : : : (5)
By substituting equation 5 into equation 4 and applying an
inverse Fourier Transform, the time-domain version of the
Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral is obtained (see appendix B):
Pðr⇀; tÞ ¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c
2πjr⇀dj
s
qðt − τdÞ
−
1
4π
Z
∂L
sðt − τðx 0ÞÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jr⇀ 0 − r⇀jjρ⇀j
q ηðx 0Þdx 0; (6)
with
τ ¼ τs þ τr ¼
jρ⇀j
c
þ jr
⇀ 0
− r
⇀j
c
;
where τd is the traveltime of the direct wavefield, τs is the traveltime
of the incident wavefield from the source to a scattering point on the
sea surface, τr is the traveltime from the same scattering point to the
receiver, c is the sound speed in water, and q represents a filtered
version of the original source pulse as follows:
e−i
3π
4
1ﬃﬃﬃ
ω
p SðωÞeiωτd→IFTqðt − τdÞ:
Finally, the effects of a time-varying sea surface are included by
modifying equation 6 as follows: the surface height function must
be allowed to vary with time and one has to introduce the proper
time lag to account for causality, which implies that ηðx 0Þ is re-
placed by ηðx 0; t − τrÞ in equation 6. This time-varying modeling
approach will be denoted HKT. The 3D versions of equations 1, 2,
and 6 are obtained by including the y 0 dimension of the running
scattering point. However, in the validation tests presented here,
2D synthetic data will be employed to speed up the computations.
SYNTHETIC DATA GENERATION AND IMAGING
To determine the shape of the sea surface from the modeled data,
wavefield separation is applied at the receiver level to decompose
the data into the upgoing and downgoing components. After wave-
field separation an imaging condition is applied to the extrapolated
wavefields (e.g., Claerbout, 1976; Orji et al., 2010):
Iðx; zRÞ ¼
P
ωUðx; zR;ωÞDðx; zR;ωÞP
ωUðx; zR;ωÞUðx; zR;ωÞ
; (7)
where zR is the receiver depth, x is the receiver position, and ω is the
angular frequency. U and D are, respectively, the upgoing and
downgoing components of an arbitrary reflected or scattered
wavefield from the subsurface. The above least-squares imaging
condition is in general stable (e.g., Schleicher, 2008). Further sta-
bilization, by adding a constant to the autocorrelation, did not yield
better images because zero-lag values of the autocorrelation are
always taken in the evaluation of the denominator thus, avoiding
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possible instabilities. In generating the synthetic data, a split spread
configuration was generally used. The upgoing wavefield was
generated by placing one or several secondary sources below the
receivers assuming a homogenous (water) half space. Correspond-
ingly, the downgoing wavefield was formed when this wavefield
was scattered from the rough sea surface.
The lateral dimension of the modeled sea surface was assumed
1023 m long and it was discretized with a spacing of Δ x ¼ 3 m,
which gives a total of N ¼ 341 running scattering points. In the
examples shown here, a rather dense sampling of the sea surface
was used to avoid numerical artifacts. It has been reported in the
literature that at least a sampling density corresponding to λ∕5 (with
λ being the dominant wavelength) is required in practice (e.g.,
Thorsos, 1988, 1990). The water medium was assigned an acoustic
speed of 1500 m∕s and a density of 1000 kg∕m3. A free-surface
boundary was assumed at the water surface.
Frozen rough sea surface (composite
of three sinusoidal waveforms)
A spatially varying sea surface was modeled from a combination
of three sine waves corresponding to wavelengths of 0.9, 1.0, and
1.1 times the dominant wavelength of 120 m. A Significant Wave
Height (SWH) of 4 m (subjective peak-to-trough wave height) was
used to simulate this composite time invariant sea surface. A 90 Hz
Ricker wavelet source sampled at 1 ms was placed at a depth of
700 m directly below the middle receiver. A total of 101 receivers,
separated by 6 m and placed at a depth of 50 m below the sea sur-
face, were used.
Data were generated using the HE, HK, and HKT modeling ap-
proaches. Each data set was used as input to the imaging technique
to give a reconstruction of the original sea surface (see Figure 2).
Observe the good match between the true sea surface and each of
the imaged sea surfaces. Nevertheless, some discrepancies still exist
at the grooves of the image curves, which can be attributed to minor
errors due to the numerical implementations.
Time-varying sea surfaces
The previous example demonstrated the accuracy of the Kirchh-
off approximation for typical sea-surface wavelengths. Moreover,
the use of asymptotic Hankel functions does not degrade the result
in case of the time-domain approximations. Thus, HKT can be
employed to model wavefield scattering from a given sea surface.
Consider now the case of a time-varying sea surface. The Pierson-
Moskowitz method was employed to define a realistic sea state.
Naturally, sea surface is a spatiotemporal dependent surface. The
degree of the roughness is among other factors dependent on the
prevailing wind speed. Beaufort Wind Force Scale classifies differ-
ent sea surface states based on these speeds. As the wind speed in-
creases, the roughness of the sea surface increases (i.e., the sea
surface wavelength and wave height increases). The spectrum of
such a sea surface is approximately described by the Pierson-
Moskowitz sea surface spectrum for a fully developed sea (Pierson
and Moskowitz, 1964; Neumann and Pierson, 1966; Pond and
Pickard 1983; Thorsos, 1990; Laws and Kragh, 2002). The
Pierson-Moskowitz spatial roughness spectrum in 1D is given as:
WðKÞ ¼

α
ð4jKj3Þ

e−ðβg2Þ∕ðK2U4wÞ; (8)
where K is the sea surface-wave spatial wavenumber, Uw is the
wind speed (measured at a height of 19 m), α and β are constants
of, respectively, 8.10 × 10−3 and 0.74, while g is the acceleration
due to gravity. A technique for generating 1D sea surface realiza-
tions is used assuming a random phase shift between each wave-
number component (Thorsos, 1988). The sea surface height
function fðx 0Þ is generated at the running scattering point x 0 as
follows:
fðx 0Þ ¼ 1
L
XN−1
j¼0
FðKjÞeiKjx 0 ; (9)
where, for j ≥ 0;
FðKjÞ ¼ ½2πLWðKjÞ1∕2

½Nð0; 1Þ þ iNð0; 1Þ∕ ﬃﬃﬃ2p ; j ≠ 0; N∕2
Nð0; 1Þ; j ¼ 0; N∕2
(10)
and for j < 0, FðKjÞ ¼ FðK−jÞ. In equations 9 and 10, the spatial
wavenumber for component j is given as Kj ¼ 2πj∕L and L is the
spatial length of the surface. The random number Nð0; 1Þ is gen-
erated from a Gaussian distribution having zero mean and a unit
variance. Thus, the sea surface is formed by adding each wavenum-
ber component imposing random phase shifts. A frozen Pierson-
Moskowitz sea surface can now be computed from equation 10
using fast Fourier transform.
Sea surface waves are dispersive and in deep water, frequency
and wavenumber are related by this dispersion relation (e.g.,
Ishimaru, 1997):
ωj ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g
ð2πjÞ
L
r
: (11)
Equation 11 implies that each space harmonic component of the
surface may move with a definite phase velocity. Thus, in general
sea waves of longer wavelengths travel faster relative to shorter
ones. By combining equations 10 and 11 a time-varying Pierson-
Moskowitz sea surface is obtained as follows:
Figure 2. A plot of the true sea surface and the imaged sea surfaces
for data generated based on HE, HK, and HKT.
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fðx 0; tÞ ¼ 1
L
XN−1
j¼0
FðKjÞeiðKj x 0−ωj tÞ; (12)
where t is the instantaneous time at the running scattering point x0.
Equation 12 describes a 1D rough sea surface moving in the positive
x-direction.
The time-varying Pierson-Moskowitz sea surface was modeled
based on equation 12 for a wind speed of 17 m∕s. This wind speed
was chosen after verifying through simulations that it corresponds
to a moderately rough sea surface. To generate an upward traveling
wavefield that mimics a subsurface scattered wavefield, 15 different
sources were distributed laterally between 410 and 610 m and ver-
tically between 700 and 1400 m and fired simultaneously. In the
computations, a temporal sampling interval of 2 ms was employed
and data was recorded for 1.6 s. The time variation of the sea surface
is captured by applying the imaging technique in a sliding window
mode. The window is 400 ms long and is slid 10 ms down the data
each time.
Figure 3a and 3b shows surface plots of the true and the imaged
sea surfaces obtained by interpolating linearly between sea surface
profiles imaged at different times. Figure 4 shows a profile of the
true and the imaged surfaces for one time instant. As can be seen
from all figures and Figure 4 in particular, a good match exists be-
tween the true (modeled) and the imaged surfaces. However, parts
of the modeled surface characterized by small wave heights were
not well resolved; this can be attributed to the resolution limit of our
90 Hz source pulse.
Effect of moving receivers
The data used in the previous sections were computed assuming
fixed receivers. In a real marine seismic experiment, once the source
is fired, the receivers are in constant motion during data acquisition.
In other words, the source can be assumed to be instantaneously
stationary at the firing point while the receivers typically move with
a velocity of about 2.5 m∕s (approximately five knots) when re-
cording the reflected seismic data. Thus, to study the additional ef-
fects of a moving receiver, each of the receivers in the previous
section were made to move: first with a velocity of 2.5 m∕s and
then with an unrealistically high velocity of 7.5 m∕s (14.5 knots)
in the negative x-direction. Denote now a given receiver j by Rj and
assume its initial coordinates are xR and zR (i.e., at time t ¼ 0). If
the receiver moves with a constant lateral velocity u, it will change
to a new position RjðxR þ unΔt; zRÞ after a time t ¼ nΔt.
Thus, as the sea surface starts moving at each time step Δt, the
receivers also start moving in the opposite direction with respect to
the sea surface. Figure 5 shows a plot of the imaged sea surface
profiles for the receiver velocities considered. As expected, the im-
aged sea surface (green line) obtained for receivers moving at a ty-
pical seismic vessel speed of 2.5 m∕s matches the one obtained
assuming stationary receivers (blue broken line). However, the
sea surface profile (red line) obtained for receivers moving at a
speed greater than a typical seismic vessel speed (7.5 m∕s) shows
a noticeable shift to the left (i.e., in the direction of the moving re-
ceivers) compared with the reference sea surface profile of station-
ary receivers (blue broken line). In conclusion, for a typical seismic
survey, the effect of moving receivers is negligible and does not
need to be accounted for during sea surface imaging. An unrealis-
tically high vessel speed of 7.5 m∕s was deliberately chosen to be
able to visualize the effect of vessel speed on the imaged sea
surface.
Geometrical effects
During a marine seismic data acquisition, the streamers are sel-
dom flat. A combination of many factors including ocean swell,
failure of depth control devices, accumulation of barnacles on
Figure 3. (a) Surface plot of the modeled time-varying Pierson-
Moskowitz sea surface for a wind speed of 17 m∕s. (b) Correspond-
ing imaged sea surface.
Figure 4. Modeled and imaged Pierson-Moskowitz sea surface pro-
files corresponding to a fixed observation time of 0.9 s.
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the streamers etc., makes the receivers deviate from the nominal
desired depth along the towed streamers. Depth control equipments
such as birds are normally attached to the streamers to maintain a
relatively constant depth during data acquisition. Nevertheless, be-
cause the birds are attached at certain intervals, typically 300 m
along the streamer, the depth of the receivers along the towed strea-
mers still varies. Thus, to simulate typical depth variations of the
sensors during data acquisition we assumed that the depth of the
receivers varied between 50.5 m and 49.5 m following a sinusoidal
function with a 600 m wavelength (see Figure 6). In the simulations
to be shown, the receivers were assumed stationary.
The variation in depth of the receivers can be corrected for, before
imaging, by redatuming the acquired data based on variable depth
wavefield separation. Fokkema and van den Berg (1993) demon-
strated how variable depth wavefield separation can be performed.
Numerically, this can be carried out based on equations 14 and 15
(Söllner et al., 2008).
Figure 6 shows a typical variable receiver depth profile used in
the modeling (red curve) together with the corresponding nominal
depth (blue line). Figure 7 shows the imaged sea surface profile (red
line) for data generated with variable depth receivers but assuming a
nominal receiver depth of 50 m during imaging. The blue and green
lines, respectively, show the imaged sea surface profile for data gen-
erated with a flat streamer (reference) and data generated with vari-
able receiver depth but where the true receiver depths are taken into
consideration during the imaging process. In Figure 7, the blue line
is completely overlaid by the green line implying a perfect match
between the two. Thus, by considering Figures 6 and 7, it can be
seen that the effect of using a nominal receiver depth during ima-
ging instead of the correct receiver depths is a vertical displacement
of the imaged surface. Thus, errors that can arise as a result of strea-
mer depth variation can be avoided if the true receiver depths are
taken into consideration in performing wavefield separation.
Surface wave velocity estimation from spectral analysis
In this work, the Pierson-Moskowitz sea surface profile was ob-
tained from the Pierson-Moskowitz frequency spectrum for a fully
developed sea. The spatial roughness spectrum is in this case given
by equation 9. The sea surface waves are dispersive by nature and
this is reflected in the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum. Assume now
that the dominant wavelength travels at a speed close to the group
velocity and therefore also close to that of the prevailing wind
speed. For a given peak wavenumber Kpeak the corresponding sur-
face wave velocity can be calculated from the dispersion relation:
vpeak ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g∕Kpeak
q
; (13)
We will now use the modeled sea surface to test this hypothesis.
An estimate of the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum can now be calcu-
lated by taking the spatial Fourier transform of these modeled sea
surfaces for each observation time and taking the average (to avoid
end effects a Tukey window is applied [see Figure 8]). The lateral
dimension of the sea surface was set to 1023 m. By picking the
Figure 5. The green curve shows the imaged Pierson-Moskowitz
sea surface profile for receivers moving at a speed of 2.5 m∕s,
the red curve shows the same in case of receivers moving at a speed
of 7.5 m∕s. Finally, the blue dotted curve shows the imaged sea
surface profile for stationary receivers.
Figure 6. A plot of a typical variable receiver depth profile used in
the modeling (red curve) together with the corresponding nominal
depth (blue line).
Figure 7. The red curve shows the imaged Pierson-Moskowitz sea
surface profile with variable depth receivers not accounted for dur-
ing imaging. The blue broken curve shows the imaged sea surface
profile obtained with receivers at the same depth (flat streamer) and
the green curve shows the imaged sea surface profile obtained in
case of receivers with variable depth where these variations are
accounted for during imaging. (Note the green and blue curves
completely superimpose each other).
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largest wavenumber value in the spectrum and making use of
equation 13, an estimate of the velocity with which the dominating
wavelength is traveling can be obtained. The estimated velocity was
found to be about 17 m∕s which fits well with the prevailing wind
speed of 17 m∕s originally assumed. Note, however, the accuracy
of such a spectral method relies on a sufficient length of the sea
surface covered by the measurements. Use of a short measurement
window will introduce ambiguity. Note also that this demonstration
has been carried out using an analytical sea surface description. In
the next section the same analysis will be carried out employing
field data.
FIELD DATA EXAMPLE
The field data was acquired by PGS in the North Sea under mar-
ginal weather conditions with about 4 m swell height at the start of
the line and 2 m swell height at end of the line. A dual-sensor strea-
mer was towed at a nominal depth of 15 m depth while the source
array was towed at 7 m depth. The field data was preprocessed and
wavefield separation was performed. In Orji et al. (2010), the nom-
inal depth of the receivers were used when performing the wavefield
separation as opposed to taking the actual depth variation along the
streamers into account. In this paper, based on the work of Fokkema
and van den Berg (1993) a variable depth wavefield separation is
employed. Numerically this can be performed based on the follow-
ing equations (Söllner et al., 2008):
PupðnΔkx;ωÞ ¼
Δx
−2ikz
X
m
fiωρVn⃗ðxmR ; zmR ;ωÞ
exp½inΔkxxmR − ikzzmR 
þ PðxmR ; zmR ;ωÞ exp½inΔkxxmR − ikzzmR 
½inΔkxnx − ikznzg; (14)
PdownðnΔkx;ωÞ ¼
Δx
2ikz
X
m
fiωρVn⃗ðxmR ; zmR ;ωÞ
exp½inΔkxxmR þ ikzzmR 
þ PðxmR ; zmR ;ωÞ exp½inΔkxxmR þ ikzzmR 
½inΔkxnx þ ikznzg. (15)
In equations 14 and 15, Vn⃗ is the measured normal particle ve-
locity wavefield (particle velocity sensor is gimbled to measure the
normal particle velocity wavefield), P is the measured pressure wa-
vefield, ω is the angular frequency, ρ is the density, xmR is the hor-
izontal position of the receiver m, zmR is the depth position of
receiver m, Δkx is the discretized horizontal wavenumber, n is a
running index for the horizontal wavenumbers, kz is the vertical
wavenumber, nx and nz are, respectively the horizontal and
vertical components of the normal vector to the receivers, Δ x is
the spacing between the receivers (here 12.5 m), Pup and Pdown,
respectively denote the decomposed upgoing and downgoing pres-
sure wavefields.
Figure 9 shows a plot of the depth variation of the receivers for
the first shot that is analyzed. Because the streamer depth variation
is about 0.2 m around the nominal depth, the effect will be a small
vertical displacement of the imaged sea surface as shown in Figure 7
using synthetic data if not accounted for. Figure 10a shows a field
record of the total pressure wavefield at 15 m depth for shot 3000.
After wavefield separation, the separated upgoing and downgoing
wavefields were extrapolated to the sea surface where an adequate
imaging condition was applied in a sliding window mode. As be-
fore, the imaging technique was applied within a 400 ms window
but now the window is slid 100 ms each time to obtain time variable
changes of the sea surface for a given receiver position. Figure 10b
shows a surface plot of the imaged sea surface obtained by inter-
polating linearly between sea surface profiles imaged at different
times. The holes seen at the earlier times of the plot are parts where
no data were recorded while the holes seen at the later parts of the
plot are where the recorded data show poor signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) as shown by the red inset in Figure 10a. The missing data at
either ends of the plot result from truncation of the input data. The
inset shown in black defines the area where the spectral analysis of
the sea surface profiles for four consecutive shots of the field data
will be carried out.
Figure 11 shows surface plots of the sea surface to be used in the
spectral analysis of the four consecutive shots. Observe the good
Figure 8. Averaged Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum based on a
modeled sea surface with a prevailing wind speed of 17 m∕s.
Figure 9. Interpolated plot of the streamer depth variation for
shot 3000.
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correlation between the imaged sea surfaces from these shots. The
overall pattern is the same and apparent sea surface wave speeds are
similar in the four shots. In total, the part of the data that is imaged is
about 4 s long whereas the part taken for the spectral analysis is
2.5 s. However, because the data length is about 10 s long which
implies that the shot firing interval is about 12 s, the continuity in
terms of the character of the time-varying sea-surface from one shot
to another cannot be expected to be smooth in general. The imaging
technique is dependent on the measured level of scattered upgoing
and downgoing wavefields relative to the noise in the imaging win-
dow. Thus, if the S/N is enhanced at the lower part of the data, a
smooth transition in the imaged sea surface from one shot to the
other would be possible.
Spectral analysis of sea surface
The feasibility of carrying out a spectral analysis to estimate the
dominating wave speed has already been demonstrated in case of a
Pierson-Moskowitz sea surface condition. The same procedure is
now applied to the imaged sea surfaces from the field data for the
shots shown in Figure 11. By averaging the spectra within obser-
vation times between 0.8 and 2.5 s for each of the four shots, the
results shown in Figure 12 were obtained. Note the good correla-
tion among these averaged spectra. This is expected because
these shots are consecutive and also because the averaged wave
statistics are assumed to vary in a smooth manner. By considering
the peak wavenumber value associated with each shot point, an
average surface wave apparent speed of approximately 16.4 m∕s
was obtained. This estimate represents a realistic value (note
that the values at very low wavenumbers represent end effects be-
cause of data truncation). However, given the limited number of
profiles that are averaged, this estimated apparent sea surface
wave speed may vary slightly if a larger number of profiles are
considered.
Figure 10. (a) Field record of the total pressure wavefield at 15 m
depth for shot 3000. The red inset box marks the field record win-
dow where a reliable sea surface image was obtained (see the cor-
responding black inset box in Figure 10b). (b) Surface plot of the
imaged sea surface from the same shot. The black box indicates also
the part of the sea surface used in the spectral analysis.
Figure 11. Surface plots of the imaged sea surfaces for four con-
secutive shots (a) shot 3000, (b) 3001, (c) 3002, and (d) 3003 cover-
ing the area defined by the box in Figure 10a and 10b.
Figure 12. Plot of the average spectrum for the imaged sea profiles
for four consecutive shots ((a) 3000, (b) 3001, (c) 3002, and
(d) 3003) averaged between observation times 0.8–1.6 s. The peak
values of the wavenumber are also indicated corresponding to a sur-
face speed of about 16.4 m∕s.
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CONCLUSIONS
A method of modeling scattered wavefields from time-varying
sea surfaces has been presented. This is based on the Kirchhoff-
Helmholtz integral with the Kirchhoff approximation included
and the accuracy was demonstrated by comparing it with the “exact
solution” for a frozen sea surface case. Controlled scattering could
now be generated for realistic time-varying sea surfaces. By extra-
polating the scattered decomposed upgoing and downgoing wave-
fields toward the sea surface and applying an adequate imaging
condition in a sliding window mode, the robustness of the concept
of imaging time-varying sea surfaces was demonstrated.
In the limit of a typical seismic bandwidth (8–125 Hz) associated
with an air gun array, the effect of a typical vessel speed (2.5 m∕s)
on the image of moderately rough sea surfaces (wind speed less than
20 m∕s according to Beaufort scale) is negligible. For receivers
moving at speeds higher than typical seismic vessel speeds, the
effect is a lateral translation (in the direction of the seismic vessel)
of the imaged sea surface. Nevertheless, the directional effects of
time-varying sea surfaces are not included because we employed
a 1D Pierson-Moskowitz roughness spectrum in the modeling.
However, in case of a real seismic data acquisition, the movements
of the sea surface are complicated; thus the effects of a moving sea
surface and moving receivers are not restricted to simple lateral
shifts of the imaged sea surface. Furthermore, imaging the sea sur-
face without taking the true receiver depths into account resulted in
sea surface images displaced vertically from the reference or nom-
inal depth level. By accounting for variable streamer depth during
the imaging process, these artifacts were removed.
Sea surface waves are dispersive with the group velocity repre-
senting the speed of the main energy (close to the wind speed).
Using the Pierson-Moskowitz modeled sea surface at a fixed time
as input to a spectral analysis and averaging over different observa-
tion times the peak wavenumber could be identified. In combination
with the deep-water dispersion relation the corresponding surface
wave velocity could be estimated. The same approach was tested
on four consecutive shot points from a field data set from the North
Sea, demonstrating the feasibility of estimating the surface wave
velocity in a practical setting. These four shot points were also used
to image the time-variant sea surface. High correlations were ob-
tained between the images. However due to poor S/Ns in parts
of the data, the final images were incomplete. To improve the
S/N and reduce the area of missing data in the imaged sea surface,
the concept of blended shooting could be used. Because the imaging
technique relies only on the measured scattered events and their re-
ceiver ghosts, it is beneficial to have a large number of events in
every imaging window. Additional knowledge of the active blended
sources (e.g., positions and firing times) is not required. Parts of the
sea surface with high frequency spatial roughness (i.e., short relative
wavelengths and wave heights) are not sensed during data acquisi-
tion, and consequently not present in the imaging. This is due to the
limited frequency bandwidth associated with a typical seismic air
gun array. Thus, the time-varying sea surface obtained here is re-
latively smooth and can be considered as a filtered version of the
true sea surface which has a broader spatial wavenumber spectrum.
This work has in a systematic manner addressed typical time-
varying effects of the sea surface in marine seismic data based
on controlled modeling and 2D field data. Further work with this
method will include the generalization to 3D acquisition geome-
tries. In addition, as opposed to the frequency-space domain
currently used, the imaging condition could be rather applied in
the frequency-wavenumber domain. This formulation is tailored
for the estimation of angle-dependent sea-surface reflection coeffi-
cients. Estimation of such reflection coefficients based on statistical
techniques will be a highly prioritized task in our future work.
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APPENDIX A
KIRCHHOFF-HELMHOLTZ INTEGRAL
(FREQUENCY-DOMAIN)
The Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equation in the frequency-
domain can be written as (e.g., Thorsos, 1988, 1990; Amundsen,
1994; Siderius and Porter, 2008):
Pðr⇀;ωÞ ¼ Pincðr⇀;ωÞ
−
1
4i
Z
∂L
½Hð1Þ0 ðkjr
⇀ 0
− r
⇀jÞ ∂Pðr
⇀ 0
;ωÞ
∂n 0
dl 0; (A-1)
where the first term represents the direct wavefield and the second
term the scattered wavefield from the sea surface. SðωÞ represents
the source spectrum. When the surface is locally planar on the scale
of the dominating acoustic wavelength, the Kirchhoff approxima-
tion can be used to approximate the pressure gradient:
∂Pðr⇀;ωÞ
∂n
≅
2∂Pincðr⇀;ωÞ
∂n
: (A-2)
Equations A-1 and A-2 can be combined to give:
Pðr⇀;ωÞ ¼ SðωÞ
4i
H
ð1Þ
0 ðkjr
⇀
djÞ
þ 1
8
Z
∂L
½Hð1Þ0 ðkjr
⇀ 0
− r
⇀jÞ ∂H
ð1Þ
0 ðkjρ
⇀jÞ
∂n 0
dl 0. (A-3)
The normal derivative in equation A-3 can be further elaborated as
follows:
∂H
ð1Þ
0 ðkjρ
⇀jÞ
∂n 0
¼ ∂H
ð1Þ
0 ðkjρ
⇀jÞ
∂ðkjρ⇀jÞ
ρˆ · n^ 0 ¼ −Hð1Þ1 ðkjρ
⇀jÞρˆ · nˆ 0.
(A-4)
Substituting equation A-4 in equation A-3 gives:
Pðr⇀;ωÞ ¼ SðωÞ
4i
H
ð1Þ
0 ðkjr
⇀
djÞ
−
kSðωÞ
8
Z
∂L
H
ð1Þ
0 ðkjr
⇀ 0
− r
⇀jÞ
H
ð1Þ
1 ðkjρ
⇀jÞρˆ · nˆ 0dl 0; (A-5)
where ρˆ · nˆ 0 is the obliquity factor. From Figure (1) in the main text,
it follows that the unit vector of the surface pressure gradient, ρˆ, at
the point ½x 0; fðx 0Þ is given as:
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ρˆ ¼ ðx
0 − xsÞiˆ
jρ⇀j
þ ½fðx
0Þ − zskˆ
jρ⇀j
. (A-6)
Similarly, from Figure A-1 the unit vector, n^, denoting the normal to
the surface at the running scattering point is given as:
nˆ 0 ¼ cosðϕÞ

dfðxÞ
dx

x¼x 0
iˆ − kˆ

; (A-7)
with
tanðϕÞ ¼ dfðxÞ
dx

x¼x 0
.
Combining equations A-6 and A-7 gives:
ρˆ · nˆ 0 ¼ − cosðϕÞ
 
−ðx 0 − xsÞ dfðxÞdx

x¼x 0
jρ⇀j
þ ½fðx
0Þ − zs
jρ⇀j
!
.
(A-8)
Furthermore, using the method of surface parameterization,
an infinitesimally small element of the rough surface can be
expressed as:
dl 0 ¼ dx 0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ

dfðxÞ
dx

x¼x 0

2
s
¼ γdx 0 ¼ dx
0
j cosðϕÞj .
(A-9)
Finally, equations A-5, A-8, and A-9 are combined to give the
frequency-domain Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral:
Pðr⇀;ωÞ ¼ 1
4i
H
ð1Þ
0 ðkjr
⇀
djÞSðωÞ
þ kSðωÞ
8
Z
∂L
H
ð1Þ
0 ðkjr
⇀ 0
− r
⇀jÞHð1Þ1 ðkjρ
⇀jÞηðx 0Þdx 0; (A-10)
with the obliquity factor given explicitly as:
ηðx 0Þ ¼
−ðx 0 − xsÞ dfðxÞdx

x¼x 0
jρ⇀j
þ ½fðx
0Þ − zs
jρ⇀j
: (A-11)
APPENDIX B
KIRCHHOFF-HELMHOLTZ INTEGRAL
(TIME-DOMAIN)
The asymptotic forms of the Hankel function of first kind are
given as (e.g., Watson, 1962; Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972;
Arfken, 1985):
H
ð1Þ
n ðxÞ ≅
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
πx
r
e
i

x−π
4
−nπ
2

; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; : : : : : : (B-1)
With the use of B-1, the first term on the right-hand-side of equa-
tion A-10 representing the incident field can be rewritten as follows:
Pincðr⇀;ωÞ ¼
1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c
2πjr⇀dj
s
e−i
3π
4
1ﬃﬃﬃ
ω
p SðωÞeiðωτdÞ; (B-2)
with
τd ¼
jr⇀dj
c
.
After inverse Fourier transform, the time-domain version of the
incident wavefield can be expressed as:
Pðr⇀; tÞ ¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c
2πjr⇀dj
s
qðt − τdÞ; (B-3)
where q is a filtered version of the original pulse:
e−i
3π
4
1ﬃﬃﬃ
ω
p SðωÞ→IFTqðtÞ:
Similarly, the scattered wavefield in the frequency-domain (e.g.,
second term on the right-hand-side of A-10) can be rewritten using
equation B-1:
Pscatðr⇀;ωÞ ¼ −
SðωÞ
4π
Z
∂L
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jr⇀ 0 − r⇀jjρ⇀j
q eiω

j r⇀ 0− r⇀j
c
þ ρ
⇀
c

ηðx 0Þdx 0;
(B-4)
Applying an inverse Fourier transform gives the time-domain ver-
sion of the scattered field:
Pscatðr⇀; tÞ ¼ −
1
4
Z
∂L
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jr⇀ 0 − r⇀jjρ⇀j
q sðt − τðx 0ÞÞηðx 0Þdx 0;
(B-5)
with
τ ¼ τs þ τr ¼
jρ⇀j
c
þ jr
⇀ 0
− r
⇀j
c
:
Combining equations B-2 and B-5 gives the time-domain
Kirchhoff-Helmholtz solution.
Figure A-1. A sketch showing the tangent and the normal to the
rough surface at the running scattering point position.
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